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THE PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE 
I .  INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
An age-old problem still facing the church and one which still 
finds advocates on both sides in modern evangelical thought is the ques­
tion as to whether man consists of body, soul and spirit or only of bo� 
and spirit (or soul ) .  The former position would insist that the consti­
tuent elements of man' s nature are three and that there is some essential 
distinction between the Biblical terms "soul" and ttspirit" . The latter 
position insists that there are only two distinct elements in man ' s  na­
ture and that there is no essential distinction (although many would 
admit a functional distinction )  between the Biblical te�ns "soul" and 
"spirit" . 
To these two views may be added a third position which must be 
taken more or less seriously ,  and that is that man ' s  nature is essen­
tially a single unit and cannot or should not be divided into any so­
c alled constituent parts . This view must be considered, but even those 
who hold it (within a Biblical frame of reference ) admit that the soul 
(or spirit ) can and does leave or separate from the bo� at the time of 
death, and thus they more or less come under one or the other of the two 
aforementioned points of view. 
One commonly hears reference to one or the other of these views 
in popular preaching as well as in more serious studies of theology and 
the Bible. Not everyone seriously intends to be taking one position or 
the other when commonly using the terms '*soul� or "spirit'*, although the 
use of these terms does reveal something of a basic underlying assumption. 
Some use these terms in a sense which is more poetic than definitive as 
Robert .Browning, in his Death !!l!:.h! Desert, describes body, soul, and 
spirit as "What does, what knows, what is--three souls, one man.•1 
Again, there have been many attempts at illustration which in 
themselves may serve a purpose; but do not give any true light from a 
Biblical point of view. James Stalker cites the following: 
It is an ancient notion that human nature ought to be like a 
chariot: the body is the material framework; the powers of the 
soul are the steeds by which this is wheeled along; but the spirit 
is the charioteer by whose keen eye the course is determined and 
in whose hands the reins are held. Other thinkers have compared 
human nature, as it ought to be, with the Hebrew temple: the body 
is the outer court, the soul the holy place, the spirit the holy 
of holies.2 
Much popular preaching and even Bible teaching on this subject is 
limited to a superficial evaluation of the terms and factors involved, 
or to no evaluat:i.on at all and simply a use of terms without definition 
or meaning. But to those who take the Bible seriously, and who desire 
to represent accurately the teaching therein contained, these terms and 
distinctions should be clarified and definitely stated. It is not 
enough simply to echo traditional or popular modes of thinking. 
1As quoted in A. H. Strong, S)stematic Theology (Philadelphia: 
The Griffith and Rowland Press, 1907 , II, 4e?. 
2James Stalker, Christian Psycholo�y (New York: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1914), PP• 60-61. 
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II. S TATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It was the problem of this stu� (1) to survey the repres entative 
theological views o n  the subjec t  of the constituent elements or human na-
ture ; (2) to att�pt to analyze and define the Biblical words for As�ulq 
and qspirit�; and (J) to determine from this analysis of the Biblical 
usage whether there are one ,  two , or three constituent elements in human 
nature. It is obvious that i f  any substantial distinction could be 
found in Biblical usage b etween �soul� and •spirit�, a conclusion could 
be made for trichotom.y; the abs ence of such a distinction would lead to 
the conclusion that man ' s  nature has only two constituent elements , or 
perhaps one o nly, in a limited sense. 
III. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The importance of this study can be s een first of all from the 
very fact that there is so much dis agreement about it even in evangel-
ical,  Bible-believing circles. Harold Lindsell has simply stated in his 
new Harper Stugy Bible that dTheologians disagree a s  to whether man is 
trichotomous (consisting of three parts ) or dichotomous (cons isting of 
two papts).tt1 
Not only is there present disagreement , but the issue itself has 
s ig nificant implications in other areas of Christian doctrine. It has 
1Harold Lindsell (ed . ) , HarE!r Stugy Bible (New York : Harper & 
Row, 1964), P• 1775• 
been stated by Hodge, who definitely supports the two-part views that 
The Scriptural doctrine of the nature of man as a created spirit 
in vital union with an organized body, consisting, therefore, o f  
two, and only two, distinct elements or substances, •atter and 
mind, is one of great importance. It is intimately connected with 
some of the most important doctrines of the Bible; with the consti­
tution of the person of Christ, and consequently with the nature  of 
his redeeming work and of his relation to the children of men; with 
the doctrine of the fall, original sin, and of regeneration; and 
with the doctrines of a future state and of the resurrection*" It 
is because of this connection, and not because of its interest as 
a question in psychology, that the true {dea of man demands the 
careful investigation of the theologia.n. 
Another author points out that: 
• • •  the choice between dichotomy and trichotomy is •not indif ... 
ferent, but stands in close relation to the Christian doctrines 
of the unity of human nature, the value of the body and the mean­
ing of the resurrection and therefore also with the doctrine of 
the Creation and the Incarnation.12 
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Again, it has been noted by still another au��or that the correct 
view on this subject 
.... is not only important in itself as giving its due share of 
honour to the body, and harmonising with the close relation between 
soul and body on which modern psychology lays increasing stress; 
but will be found to shed much light on other doctrines of Scripture 
--for instance, on death, on immortality, on resurrection, on the 
full scope of Ohrist•s redemption.J 
As to the bearing of this doctrine on the Person of Christ, c. A. 
Beckwith has witnessed that "• • •  The true knowledge of the relation of 
1Charles Hodge, S)stematic Theolog,y; (Grand Rapids: Wm.. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1946 , II, 46. 
2o. c. Berkouwer, !'!!!!= The J;m!!e g.!� (Grand Rapids: *• B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19�2), P• 208. 
3.;rames Orr, God•s pnage !!! !'!!!! (Grand Rapids: wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1�), P• 53• 
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the soul and the spirit is of great significance in relation to the per­
son of Christ.,d1 The reason for this is that out of the tri-partite 
view have grown several heresies in regard to Christ•s nature and per-
son. This has been considered later in this study. 
The fact that other areas of Christian doctrine are vitally con-
earned with the outcome of this issue of one, two, or three parts in man 
has been evidenced in other studios. One student has written as basic 
to his study, �The question of immortality is involved basically in the 
nature of man. Is man body, soul and spirit, --three distinct entities 
within the one man1'*2 And. yet it was necessary to proceed with the 
study of the intermediate state on the basis of an assumption as to the 
correct Biblical view rather than on any definitive study of the problem. 
H. \-Iiley, in stating the two views which have existed, 
declares that they d., • •  lay the foundation for widely divergent opin­
ions in later theological study.d3 Thus it can be seen that one should 
not presume to take the position that this is an unimportant. issue, and 
can be dropped as not having Biblical significance nor possibility of 
resolution. 
1samuel Macauley Jackson (ed.), The New Schaff-Herzog Engyclo­
I4�a g! Religious KnowlesJie (New Iork : Funk"'i Wagnalls eo., 19115, XI, 
2aen o. Taylor, "A Comparative Stu�v of the Conservative Evangel­
ical View and the Seventh-Day Adventist View of the Doctrine of an 
Intermediate State" (Po:rtla.nd, Oregon: unpublished thesis at Western 
Evangelical Seminary, 1963), P• 1 1. 
3a. Orton Wiley, Christian TheologY (Kansas City, Mo. :  Beacon 
Hill Press, 1941 )1  II, 15. 
IV. LIMITATION OF THE PROBLEM 
This study has been limited to a survey of the representative 
views on this subject by those authors who take the Bible seriously, 
and to an analysis of' the Biblical usage itself. It hs.s not been the 
purpose of this study to seek to investigate nor to correlate the view-
points of ntodern secular psychologists, e.l though this could be profit· 
able to a certain extent. The sole purpose of the stu�/ has been to 
examine the Biblical view of' human psychology--or in other words, the 
constituent nature man. 
V • DEZ.'INITION IMPORTANT TERMS 
In this study the following words have been used consistently, 
unless otherwise specified, as herein defined: 
� is used as the translatiot1 of the Greek: word <rw}A.a.. (!9!!!,). 
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There is no defin:l.te word for body as such in the Hebrew Old Testament. 
� is used as the translation of the Hebrew term ufgq (nephesh), 
and of the Greek word ;tv)(� (p&che). 
St>iri t is used as the translation of the Hebrew word D ';"] 'l 
{ruaoh), and of the Greek: word 1rV£U}4a..(pneuma). 
I' 
Trichotomy; comes from the Greek words Tf 1 )(a.. (trioba), meaning 
'in three parts•, and (tp.vw (temno), meaning •to out•, and thus signi­
fies eomposed of three parts, i.e., body, soul, and spirit.1 
1strong • 212.• ill•, P• 484. 
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Dichoto!l comes from the Greek words d r";(tt (dicha), meaning 'in 
/ 
two•, and 7'Cp.Vw (temno), meaning •to cut''' and thus signifies composed 
of two parts, i.e., body and spirit (or soul).l 
Monochoto& comes from the Greek words )Aovw (mono), meaning •one', 
and Tf)I.YW (temno), meaning •to cut•, and thus sign1fies composed of only 
one part. 
VI. ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The method of procedure has been first of all to survey and 
attempt to categorize the representative theological views on the sub-
ject of trichoto� versus dichotomy down through the centuries of church 
history. Chapter II has presented this survey with appropriate conclu-
sions about the tendencies in Christian theology on this subject. 
In Chapter III an analysis was made of the Biblical words involv-
ed and how they may be defined and related in keeping with the total Bib-
lical presentation. 
Chapter IV has endeavored to give a satisfactory exposition of 
certain problem texts in order to harmonize these with the overall usage 
of the words involved (risoul� and rispiritd) as found in Chapter III. 
The final chapter has presented a summary of the findings of this 
study and the conclus ions which have been drawn from it, as well as sug-
gestians for further study. 
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VII .. 
It has been assumed in undertaking this study that the Bible is 
the inspired Word of God and is a revelation from God of Himself and of 
His creation.. The Bible has been taken as the final authority for all 
areas of theologictu understanding as well as of practice in the Christ­
ian life. Human reason must be submitted to the authority of God's \>lord, 
and is usei'ul only for the understanding and analysis of the Bible and 
not for the origination of basic truths or propositions. 
It has been further assumed that the New Testament is basically 
related to the Old Test��ent as a unit.. There must be a logical progres­
sion and yet a unity of thought from the Old Testament into the New. As 
the entire Bible is received as revelation from God, it is assumed that 
there is to be found no contradiction between the parts. 
VIII .. SOURCES 
The Holy Scriptures in the American Standard Version of 1901 has 
been the final source of authority in this study, and quotations have 
been made from this version unless otherwise indicated. Re�erence has 
been made, however, to the original languages (Hebrew and Greek) where 
necessary. Encyclopedias, Bible and theological dictionaries, systematic 
theologies and commentaries as well as many books on the subject have 
been referred to. Where it has been possible the original writings were 
employed as primary sources. However, certain basic reference material 
on this subject has not been available to the author. This would include 
10 
Henry Robinson, The Christian Doctrine of 
- .  -
(Edinburgh: & 
T .. Clark, 1911), c. Ryder Smith, Ih.! Bible Doctrine £! !!!a (London: The 
Epworth f'l'ess, 1951), SydnEr.f Cavet l'.h.2. Christian Estimate £! !:!!!!. (London: 
Gerts�ld Duckworth & Co .. , 194ll-), ,J,. 
(1879 ), De1'5.tzsch, System .2! Biblic<ll .ps;ycholo�. 
\Vhile unquestionably it would have been of value to had 
access to these sources • much of the viewpoil'lts they represent has been 
conveyed by the other sources in which reference is made to these works. 
CHAPTER II 
A SURVEY OF REPRESENTATIVE THEOLOGICAL VIEWS OF 'l'HE SUBJECT 
CHAPTER II  
A StT.KVEY OF RE.'PRESE�NTATIVE THEOLOGICAL VIEWS OJ!' THE SUBJECT 
I. THE EARLY CHURCH 
The question of whether man is composed of body and soul only 
(dichoton�,Y ), or is there a third element to be added, namely spirit 
(trichotomy), has been much discussed throughout the history of the 
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church. "Either theory is supposed to be supported by Scripture, and 
both have had their defenders in all ages of the church."! It is gener-
ally accepted, however, that the early church in the beginning held to 
the trichotomy view, although not perhaps for good and sound reasons. 
As Pope says, "The early Christian Church inherited the ancient philo-
sophical Trichotomy, as expounded Plato.n2 Another theologian 
asserts that "In the early history, of the Church trichotomy flourished 
mostly in the school of Alexandria, and was introduced into Christian 
theology through the Platonic philosophy.") 
This tri-partite conception of man originating in Greek philo-
sophy, 
conceived of the relation of the body and the spirit of man to 
1James Orr (ed.), The International Standard Bible Engyclopaedia 
(Grand Rapidan Wm. B. Eer'Ciians Pub. eo., 19li3,, IV, 24§6. 
lwilliam Burt Pope, A Co!J?endium .2!, Christian Iheologz (New York: 
Hunt & Eaton, n.d.), I, 4)5. 
3John Miley, §zstematic xgeologz (New York: Eaton & Mains, 1892), 
I, 399· 
each other after the analogy of the mutual relation between the 
:materi8.l universe and God. It Has thought that11 just as the 
latter could enter into communion with other only be means 
of a third substance or an intermediate being11 so the rol!"me1r 
could 'into mutual vi tal only by means a 
third or intermediate element, na�ely, the soul. The soul was 
on the one hand, immaterial, and on the other, 
to the body. • • • most but also the crud-
est of trichotomy is that which the body for the 
material of s nature, the soul as the principle of 
spirit as God .. l•elated ratio:lru'll and 
in man,.1 
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This same fact as to the source and origin of Christian tri-
chotomy in Greek philosophy is pointed out by another author: 
We should note, in the first place, that the idea of trichotomy 
does not Ol'i.ginate in Christendom, but in philosophy. It 
arises from the need for some intermediary between the two poles 
of visible and invisible things, for SOinething -wrhich should bridge 
the gulf between the two worlds of body and spirit. • • This need 
vtas met l."i th the "soul" 9 which so to speak .formed the bond, the 
juncture, between two things which could actually not be united. 
Only in this w� could a certain unity of' human nature be arrived 
at. The idea of trichotomy thus rests not at all on a fortuitous 
preference for e trichotomy rather than a dichoto1ny, but ra.ther 
finds its origin in the problem of mediating between the two 
worlds of Greek dualis:m.2 
Although trichotomy. under the influence of Platonic philosophy, 
found favor in the early church, it was soon discredited and given up by 
the majority on account of the heretical views into which it led. John 
summarizes this point well when he says: 
For a while it (trichotomy) seemed fairly on the way to a common 
acceptance, when adverse influences checked its progress and 
brought it into disrepute. Tertullian strongly opposed it, and 
1t. Berkhof, S�te:matic Theolosz (Grand Rapids: wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1 9), P• 191. 
Zaerkouwer, .22• .ill•, PP• 208-209. 
his influence was very great. Even the semning indifference 
Augustine was indirectly MUch against it; tor his influence was 
so great on all doctrinal questtons: that nothing without his open 
support could hold a pqsition of much favor in the more orthodox 
thought of the Church.1 
The first and apparently most significant heresy which appropri-
ated �1e theory of trichotomy, or as some would have it, was actually 
based upon and grew out of of Apollinariartism. 
Apollinaris , bishop of Laodicea {d. 382), attempted to explain the 
myste�r o f  Christ's person by teaching that H• • •  in assuming htunan 
natura, He partook only of the body (!2!!) and soul (psyche); but that 
the spirit in man w�9 in Christ replaced by the This 
resulted in a deficient human nature and i:fas accordingly condemned as 
heretical at the council of Ch.alcedon in A. D. 381. Miley further 
explains this rel�tionship bet:t,;een Apollinarianism trichotomy: 
The Ch.ristology of Ji.pollinaris denied to Christ the human mind 
in its distinct rational sense, and provided for its functions 
the presence of Logos as the divine 
reason. Such a view requires the trichotomic anthropology, for 
the of Logos the place of rational m::tnd could 
not account for the sensibilities of Christ in the likeness of 
ow� o1m. In the absence of the rational mind, the soul must have 
been present as the ground of the manifold affections which lie 
belot� the purely rat1.onal life.. Therefore the soul must be a 
distinct existence, for otherwise it could not be thus present 
in the absence of the rational mind. Suoh being the facts in 
the ease, the only relation of trichotomy to the Apollinarian 
Christology is that it is the requirement a.nd. the possibility 
of such a Christo logy. 3 
1Miley, 212.• eit. -
2wiley, !!e.• cit., P• 18 .. -
Jrdley , .2.R• cit •• - PP• 399-400. 
It nhould be acknowledged, hi'Ytvsvel•, that tri-partite view 
concluded: 
., • .. this heresy is no sense the logtcal implication or 
consequence of the trichotomy. Hance11 with entire eonsistency1 
many trichoton1ists are thoroughly orthodox i11 their Christo logy. 
It follows that this heretical appropriation of trichotomy is no 
evidenoE; truth, and no reason which 
it suffered in consequence.1 
Other errors or heresies have developed out of the theory of tri-
chotom¥• As Wiley says, �. • • trichotomy • • •  led the church into a 
number of grievous errors • • •  He proceeds to list six of these in-
eluding that of Apollinarianism already· mentioned. These include the 
doctrine of the Gnostics, 1•ho taught that the spirit in man was an eman-
ation from God, or in other words a part of the divine essence. It was 
thus regarded as incapable of sin. This undermined the true doctrine of 
the fall, and the very foundation of redemption .. 
Another error was that of the Semi-Pelagian doctrine of original 
sin. This held that the purely spiritual nature of man (the spirit) was 
exempt from the effects of Adamic sin, and that original sin was trans­
mitted only through the soul. Since they felt that the physical nature 
could not be the ground of all that was suffered in the human race, the 
soul as a distinct nature from the spirit was necessary, as sufficient 
ground for the transmission of original sin. "If the spiritual nature 
1Ibid .. -
is excepted the effect Adrunic sin, trichotomy must be true be .. 
cause it the requirement of facts in the case such exception,. 
hov:ever, the exception the the effects of 
the is no logical implication of the theot';y trial1.otom,y. The 
theory only used to serve as the basis for such an error. 
error of .. .  il>i1ose name is 
generally s.ssociated with the theo17 of mediate imputation, ti and who 
taught that �the �aneurn& (spirit) only was directly created by God.��2 
l:l.e regarded the soul as mere animal life, created with body, and 
therefore perishing with it .. 
Still another error mentioned by Wiley is that of Julius Hueller, 
who taught that the ;esyche (soul) is de:t'ived frorr. but that the 
pneuma (spirit) was pre .. e:dstcnt. nHs explains the doctrine of deprav-
ity by supposing that these pre-existent spirits are embodied at 
birth had previously bean corrupted. •(3 Again, tho theory is basad on 
the idea of a tri-partite division of man� s nature, but does not of 
necessity derive this idea. 
The last error listed by \·Jiley that of annihilationism, al-
though it is not certain that this existed in the early church period or 
is from later times only. This the doctrine of those who hold that 
man by sin lost the divine element called spirit which been breathed 
1M1ley1 .9J?.• .211· 




into his body at the time of creation. They believe that this is regain-
ed by regeneration only and therefore only those who have been regenerat­
ed will live forever; those who are unregenerated, the unsaved, will 
cease to exist at death. Immortality, therefore, is considered to be 
conditional and only the possession of those who have been regenerated 
--or in other words, those who have received ags,in their eternal spirit 
which was lost in the fall. This heresy also is clearly seen to depend 
upon the t:richotomic view of human nature. 
Thus the early church largely moved away from the trichotomy they 
had inherited from the Greeks, and this was due to the multitude of here-
sies which surrounded that view. Pope summarizes thus: 
Hence the healthier tone of Christian teaching, espech.lly in 
the West, found it needful to hold fast the Dichotomy of human 
nature: body and soul, flesh and spirit! being interchangeable 
expressions for the dual nature of man. 
The division of opinion in Church history regarding dichotomy or 
trichotomy has followed generally the division of the Church in east and 
west. Berkhof declares: 
The trichotomic conception of man found considerable favor with 
the Greek or Alexandrian Church Fathers of the early Christian 
centuries. It is found, though not always in exactly the same 
form, in Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Gregory of N,yssa. 
But after Apollinaris employed it in a manner impinging on the 
perfect humanity of Jesus, it was gradually discredited. Some 
of the Greek Fathers still adhered to it, though Athanasius and 
Theodoret explicitly repudiated it. In the Latin Church the 
leading theologians distinctly favored the twofold division of 
human nature. It was especially the psychology of Augustine 
that gave prominence to this view. During the Middle Ages it 
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had become a matter of common belief.1 
Both Wiley and Thiessen witness to this fact: �The Eastern church 
in general, held to the theory of trichotomy• the Western church to di­
chotomy,.n2 riThe Western church generally held to dichotomy, and is best 
represented by Anselm, while the Eastern church general�y held to tri• 
chotomy, and is best represented by John of Da."l1ascus .. tt3 
II. REFOFU4ATION TIMES 
The continuing importance or dissociating th.emselves from the 
errors that had crept into the early church surrounding the theory of 
trichotomy was no doubt the most important factor which held the reform-
ers to a firm belief in the two-fold nature of man. Berkhof says, riThe 
Reformation brought no change in this respect, though a few lesser 
lights defended the trichotomic theory.� 
It has been asserted that Luther may be quoted on both sides of 
the controversy, but a careful study of his writings reveals that he 
clearly held to dichotomy.5 
In his "Treatise on Christian Liberty• Martin Luther states that 
1Berkhof, �· �., PP• 191-192. 
Zwiley, op. cit., P• 1?. 
Jnenry c. Thiessen, Introduct:,o:tz; Lectures in $xstematic TheoloSY 
(Grand Rapids: Win. B.. Eerdmans PUblishing Co., 19Sz) , P• 225 .. 
4aerkhof, 2£• !!1•• P• 192. 
5atrong, 2P.• ill•, P• 48?. 
Man has a twofold nature, a spiritual and a bodily.. .According 
to the spiritual nature, which m.en call the soul, he is called 
a spiritual, or inner, or new man; according to the bodily nature, 
which men call the flesh, he is called a carnal, or outward, or 
old man • • •  1 
19 
In another writing when he was speaking of the Scriptural eXpres• 
sions of body, soul and spirit, Martin Luther indicated his loyalty to 
the dichotomic view. .Although he began with the statement that the 
Scriptures assign three parts to man and quoted the passage from I Thes­
salonians 5 : 23, he went on to explain what he believed about these dis-
tinctive words: 
The first part, the spirit, is the highest, deepest and noblest 
part of man. By it he is enabled to lay hold on things incompre­
hensible, invisible, and eternal. • • The second part, or the soul, 
!!., � .!.!!!.!. spirit, !2. .!:!£. .!!. .!!!. nature � concerned, but viewed 
as performing a different function! namely, giving life to the 
body and working through the body. 
It is true that Luther goes on to illustrate human nature in the 
following fashion: 
In the tabernacle fashioned by Moses there were three separate 
compartments. The first was called the holy of holies: here 
was God's dwelling-place, and in it there was no light. The 
second was called the holy place: here stood a candlestick with 
seven arms and seven lamps. The third was called the outer court: 
this lay under the open sky and in the tull light or the sun. In 
this tabernacle we have a figure of the Christian man. His spirit 
is the holy of holies, where God dwells in the darkness of faith, 
where no light is; for he believes that· which he neither sees nor 
feels nor comprehends. His soul is the holy place, with its seven 
lamps, that is, all manner of reason, discrimination, knowledge 
and understanding of visible and bodily things. His body is the 
1Hugh Thomson Kerr, Jr. (ed.), ! ComP!nd g! Luther's Theololl 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1943), P• 77• 
2Ibid., P• ?8 (Italics not in the original). 
forecourt, open to all, so that men m� see his works and manner 
of life.1 
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But this illustration, as with probably all illustrations, cannot be 
definitive, and should probably be taken in more of a poetic sense than 
of a true statement of Luther's position. This is especially true in 
view of the fact that he has elsewhere strongly declared for the two-
fold view of human nature, and has here stated his view that the spirit 
and the soul are essentially the same and only differ in function or re-
lationship. 
As to John Calvin, another important figure of Reformation times, 
we have his witness that 
Man, body and soul,. is a creature, created !!. nihilo. Certainly 
as compared to the body the soul must be regarded as having !!!!!,­
:tl!ini essential by whieh it survives the body and is distinguished 
from. it, a.s that whieh inhabits or is imprisoned by the body .. 2 
In his Institutes Calvin declares 
That man consists of soul and body', ought not to be controverted. 
By the ftsoul" I understand an immortal, yet created essence, which 
is the nobler part of him. Sometimes it is called a ''spirit; tt for 
though, when these names are connectedt they have a different sig­
nification� yet when "spirit" is used separately, it means the same 
as "soul;•J 
Calvin went on to defend the concept of the true existence of the 
soul as an entity that exists apart from the body. This he did, evident-
2T. Torrance, Salvin's Doctrine of 1i!!l (Grand Rapids: \v'm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1957), P• 26. (Itaiics in the original). 
)John Calvin, Institutes£!� qhristian Religion (Philadelphia: 
Presbyterian Board of Christian Education, 1932), I, 1?1. 
ly t to controvert those l'lho would de:ny 
the very existence of a spiritual nature in man. He declared on the 
subject of the final resurrection that, �•unless our souls survive OUl" 
bodies, what is it that is present with God when 
body?�1 
from the 
Thus it be seen that both !Juther and Calvin of the Reforma-
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tion times held to the dichotomous view of human nature. In referring 
to the errors which crept :into the early Church as a result of the tri-
chotomic view, Charles Hodge concludes 
All Protestants, Lutheran and Reformed, 1crere, therefore, the more 
zealous in ntaintaining that the soul and spirit, p&che and ;eneuma 
are one and the same substance and essence., ,And this
i 
as before 
remarked, has beem the common doctrine of the Church. 
III. £�DJllUl THEOLOGIANS (19th AND 20th CENTURIES) 
Every form of conception of human nature is to be found today 
among theologians, all the way from an outright trichotomic view to an 
essential :monochotom-.r.. It has been necessary to consider the represen-
tative viewpoints under the following classifications. 
Trichotomists 
Not very :ma� outstanding theologians are found under this head-
1ngt and those who may be classified as trichoto:mists are for the :most 
part those who have only superficially treated this subject. They 
1Ibid.,, II, 208. 
2Hodge, �· �., P• 51. 
appea.r to have not g:lven much cons:idar.a,tion to the history of Christian 
doctrine and to the past ras'Ults of those who have embraced this theory. 
Some even give evidence of falling into the error of the Greek dualists 
who taught that spirit and matter co\lld not join or come together with-
out an intermediary. Some examples follow. 
Mark G. Cambron, a Baptist preacher and Bible teacher, in his 
book on �i!>�.! Doctrines, has a section entitled s Nature Seen 
Man's Tri-unitytt. He quotes Genesis 2:7 and then 1 Thessa.lonians 5:23 
concerning the soul that 
The soul is the seat of the emotions and appetites. Plants, 
animals and man have bodies; only animals and man have a soul; 
but only man has s. spirit. The sou.l is the conscious life which 
is in man and animal. Plants have life, but it is unconscious 
life.. There is a difference between the souls of men and the 
souls of animals. The animal's soul is connected with his �' 
while man's soul is connected with his spirit. The soul of an 
animal dies with the animal, but man•s soul never dies1 for he was made a "living soul�--a soul that would never die. 
As has been shown later in this study, some of the statements made here 
regarding the soul and spirit have no basis in the Bible although this 
man was purporting to outline what the Bible teaches on this subject. 
The Baptist theologian Emery H.. Bancroft has also declared that 
the Scriptures teach a tri-partite view of human nature. He states, 
"Thus in the very beg3.nning of Scripture we are warned against the pop• 
ular phraseology of soul and body, which has long sustained an erroneous 
1Mark G. Cambron, Bible Doctrines (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Pub­
lishing House, 1954), PP• 157·159· 
Although Bancroft states that 111The Scriptures clearly dis-
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t:i.nctly teach that ma..t'l as constituted by creation has a material nature 
ture consists of his soul and spirit.1112 further explanation of this 
two-fold division of rn;J.n�'s irr.material nature to back and 
depend upon the Platonic Greek conception of dualimn. 
Man was thus made up of only two independent elements, the corporeal 
and the spiritual: but when God placed the spirit within the casing 
of earth, the combination of these produced a third part, and man 
became a living soul. For direct communication between spirit and 
flesh impossible: their intercourse can be carried on only by 
means of a medium, and the instant production of one was the result 
of their contact in Adam.3 
.Arwther present-day preacher and expositor who embraces the tri-
chotomic view is He declares that 
Man is a tripartite being, made up of spirit, soul and body. There 
are those expositors who rejeet this trinity-in-unity possession, 
and accept the dual nattU1e of man. Soul spirit are treated as 
being identical and not separate and distinct elements.. -v,!Jlile it 
is a fact that spi:ri t and soul are someti.l'l1es used as interchange­
able terms, in the majority of eases they are employed as contrasted 
terms./-!-
It is notable that this ��iter then proceeds to give � examples of 
what he calls'the majority of cases•. 
iEmery H. Bancroft, Christian Theology (Johnson City, N.Y.: John­
son City Publishing Compaqy, 1§465, P• 119. 
2Ibid., P• 118. 
-
3Ibid., P• 119. 
4Herbert Loclcy-e:r, All the Doctrines of the Bible (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing Hous;;-19'b4), P• 143 .. --
this vitYwpoint holds to th.:l as a 
result the union spirit bocry. 
soul is derived the union of the bocljr and spirit, 
and in turn is that which unifies them. Man has a body and a 
spirit, but he is a soul.. a soul." in-
fusion of the immaterial spirit into the material frame produced 
third possession, a soul, and it .is reasonable to suppose 
that with the separation of the body from the spirit, that which 
upon their union ceases to be. can exist apart 
from body, and body can exist apart from spirit, but the soul 
while spirit are 1 
A more well-knotm representative of the trichotomic view is James 
Stalker .. his book on Christian Psychologz he states that 
any person of ordinary intelligence were to say of what 
elements a human being is composed, the likelihood is that he would 
reply, Body soul; for such is the popular view of 
human nature. The Bible, however, takes a different view: it speaks 
man as composed of body. spirit.. to say, while 
modern division of human nature is twofold, the biblical is 
or, in learned language, the one is a dichoto� and the 
other a trichotomy.2 
Stalker, also, believes that �The soul is the intermediate """'-""'IJ.''" in 
bottom the the top. vt3 
He elaborates on this further when he continues: 
Let it be repeated, ths.t this is not modern but scriptural language. 
Even in the Scripture it is not used scientifically, but popularly; 
as is clearly proved by the fact that the Bible does not use it 
consistently, but sometimes speaks of the soul, as we do, as a name 
for the whole of the inner man, and only now and then speaks of soul 
and spirit as distinct from each other • • • •  On the whole, however, 
1Ibid . , P• 144. 
2stalker, 22• �·• PP• 47-48. 
Jibid . , P• 53. 
the Bible splits the entity which we call the soul into two parts--soul and spirit • •• 
2.5 
Another trichotomist, this time from the Arminian tradition in 
theology, is Oswald Chambers . In his classic on Biblical P!fcholosz he 
holds that, •Thus in man, degenerate or regenerate, there are three 
aspects, spirit, soul and body. d2 
Chambers also holds to the view that the soul is a result or the 
union of the spirit and the body. He states 
The soul is the holder of the body and spirit together , and when 
the spirit has gone back to God who gave it, the soul goes with 
the body. But in the resurrection there is another body, a glor­
ified body, a body impossible to describe in words, either a 
glorified or a damnation body, and instantl) you have the soul life manifested again. (See John 5 :28, 29) .  
Further expressions of this idea can be seen in his statements 
that •so man•s soul is not his body or his spirit, but is that creation 
·which holds his spirit and his body together, and is the medium of ex­
pressing his spirit in his body .� •soul is the holder or spirit and 
body together.•.5 In answering his own question as to what is the rela• 
tionship between soul and spirit and where did the soul come from, he 
propos ed that •soul has no existence until spirit and body come together.• 6 
1Ibid. ,  PP• .53-.54• 
2oswald Chambers, Biblical Psychology (Cincinnati, Ohio : God•s 
Revivalist Office, 1914), P• 14. 
3Ibid., P• 9.5. 
4 �., P• 1.5. 
,Ibid. ' p .  46. 
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The former Methodist bishop R. s. Foster supported the trichoto-
mic view in his Studies .!!!, TheoloQ;• He says, ttA strict analysis, we 
think, favors the tripartite view of man • • •  �1 He held, however, that 
spirit alone was man in his true essence, and that body and soul were 
both temporary and accidental to man•s true exi�tence. 
• • • man is shrined in a body which is also the abode of an 
animal soul; and in this sense man is triplex as to his present 
mode of existence . But we shall now endeavor to show that two 
of the members of the complex are not essential to the man, and 
therefore not component parts, but only temporary incidents of 
his existence for a purpose.2 
• •  • it is our contention that the �•ortal spirit is man, and 
that the physical organism and the animal soul which are made 
with it and for it are both and alike but tempor� adjuncts to him, serving an end and then disappearing forever .  
I n  essence,  then, Foster is a monoohotomist, but for the present exist-
enoe of man he admits to trichotomy. 
One other view should be mentioned here. This is represented by 
Amos Binne.y and Daniel Steele who hold that 
Man is a compound being 11 having a mortal bod.i£ and s:eiri t which 
is devoid of all material qualities, and is immortal, continuing 
to live afker separation from the body in a state of conscious 
existence . 
Yet, after seeming to represent a dichotomous viewpoint, the.y proceed to 
1aandolph s. Foster, Studies .!!!, TheoloQ; (New York : Hunt & Eaton, 
189.5) ,  IV, 250 .  
2Ibid. 
-
4Amos Binn-.y and Daniel Steele, Binn!l's fheologica� Com:eend 
Improved (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1902}, P• 1 10 .  
elaborate in a trichotomous fashion : 
Paul speaks of a third element, the soul. By this he means the 
R!fChe, the lower or animal soul, containing the passions and 
desires which we have in cammon with the brutes . • • but this in 
Christians is ennobled and spiritualized. The spirit is that 
part whereby we are receptive of the Holy Spirit. In the un­
believer it is crushed down and subordinated to the animal soul, 
and hence he is called a natural or merely animal man. 1 
These are the representative views advocating trichotomy. As has 
been s een most of them regard the soul as being a result and coming into 
existence due to the uniting of spirit and body. 
l)1chotomis ts 
There are far many more theologians , it appe8rs , who hold to the 
dichotomic theory of man' s nature than to trichotomy. However, not all 
of those who hold this view do so "''i th equal clarity. It has been neces-
sary to divide this group into two classes--those who hold an �L�biguous 
theory of dichotomy, and those who stand for a definite and clear-cut 
position of dichotomy. 
The Baptist theologian H. c. Thiessen seems to follow A .  H. Strong 
quite closely, but whereas Strong quite clear� denies trichotomy� 
Thiessen hesitates and concludes that " •  • • man ' s immaterial nature is 
looked upon as one nature, but as composed of two parts . •2 He further 
declares his purpose in taking this "in-between" view: "This variation 
from the traditional trichotomous view makes it possible to conserve the 
arguments for the dichotomous view, and yet explain how some Christians 
!Ibid. -
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tho Scripture which he feels indicate this . ••These Scriptures 
see."ll to point to trichotomy. tt2 Yet he comes close to a possible resolu-
tion of his problem. in the statement, i1But is it not possible that they 
are merely intended to include 
ascribes to the s oul "• 11 • man ° s  imagination, memory, under-
standing; to the spirit, his powers of reason, conscience , and tree 
will. tt4 
P.nother 1mo holds such an ambiguous position is i"lillial'!1 Burt Pope . 
He statea : 
It '!!rl.ll be obvious , ho1qever , to those t�ho wigh well the utterances 
of Scripture , that, provided the original constituent elements of 
hum. an are only t'fro , the whole religious history of ma.n re­
quires a certain distinction between soul and spirit:  his one per­
son8.lity being connected by his soul with the lrorld of sens e ,  and 
by his spirit with the world of faith. Yet soul and spirit make 
up one person .. 5 
The old-tir11e standard �!ethodist theologian Miley takes the posi-
tion that this whole question is inconsequential and that there can be 
no conclusive decision.  Although well aware of the baclqr.round in church 





.5pope, 2• cit. 
that theory of trieho't.">my is not necessarily brought into disrepute 
just because these have used trichotomy 
.. • • does not s eriously con.ce:rn acy important dootri.ne of Chr.istian 
theology. It is a question of speculative interest in biblical 
psychology, but no doctrinal decisive either 
its truth or falsity., 1 
Otherwise, Miley holds to a dichotomy. He says under the heading 
ot the "Constituent Natures of Man•, 
On the face of the s acred narrative there are two distince natures,  
body and mind9 1.n the original constitution of man. This fact it­
self decides nothing respecting the theory of trichotomy, but i s  so 
far the obvious truth of the Mosaic narrative . Man is certainly 
dichotomic . 
The reason why Miley holds essentially to dichotomy is  that he finds no 
dis tinction between the Scriptural use of the words '*spirit.- and '*s oul'*. 
"We thus a concurrence of meanings in the Scripture use of soul and -
spirit which precludes any essential disUnetion between them ., tt3 There• 
fore he conclude s : 
It was previously stated that a uniform distinction of Hebrew and 
Greek terms for the designation of the and the r,'?itional lifo 
of man would consti tuto a strong argument for trichotomy. In the 
total or such discrimination there is no such argmnent. On 
the other hand, the indisor�inate and interchanging use of thes e  
terms fairly b e  claimed as an argument for the diahoto..'llic view 
of man. We do not think it conclusive. It follows that we have 
reached no do�ttatic conclusion on the question of trichotomy.  We 
are not concerned for the attainment of such a result, and for the 
reason previously s tated, tha.t the question does �t seriously concern any important truth of Christian theology . 
1Miley ,  
2lbid., 
)1bid .. , 
4 Ibid. , -





It from further study that not many theologians take 
this sort of noncozuittal vietv toward this issue .. 
sion as irnportant actually one * s  on 
theological doctrines . 
Such is H. Orton has been quoted px•eviously on the 
fact that widely divet•gent opinior!S c�m develop in later theological 
s tudy according to which view taken. 1 
ambiguous on this question. ocwnaences ld.s discussion of this 
sub,ject 'i>"'ith this oomment : 
The t��ofold position of n•an11 once a of m�ture , a1:1d a free 
spil�it transcending nature·, gives rise to perplexing questions con­
the constituent elements o f  his persona.lity .. 2 
the dichotomic in 
simpler seems to be lrtore in harmony 14"lth the scriptural repre-
sentations of constituent �lements of x:1an than more elaborately 
worked out hypotheses • .o3 He th�:m indicates the background for the tri-
chotomic theory : 
is of , li'lO:r·e especiall:.t in 
the New Testament Epistles ,  which seem to indicate that man is of 
a three-fold or trichotomous nature. 'I'his usage out of the 
Platonic philosophy which the church inherited, a.nd which regarded 
r;lan as of a threefold essence . Phythagoras , following him 
Plato, taught that man consists of three constituent elements , the 
rational spit·it . . ..  , the animal soul .. . .  , and the body . ..  ,... This 
classification was so gener ally accepted by the later Greek and 
Roman philosophers that its usage came to be stamped upon popular 
above, P• 6 • 
.22.• ill• ' P• 1,5. 
Jrbid. t  PP• 16-17. -
as expressive fJ f natu.re of man. theref'ore ,  
St. Paul would stress man i n  the totality of his being, h e  prays 
that and soul be blameless t 
(I Thess .  5 :2) ) .  
After outlinir>.g the errors t o  which the trichotomic theory has 
led in the Church, "ltliley .rd'firms 
But 
We must conclude, then, that the Scriptures bear out the theory of 
dichotomy11 
that i s ,  he 
conjoined to 
he creates an 
essential of man ar•c: concerned, 
spirit, a material and an ill1lnateris.l e s sence 
person.2 
going on to s�y, nnut we 
also , a practical trichotomy in both urdina:t-y speech and in 
scriptural �·3 
man 1.s composed oi' a and an 1m":�aterial portiont the  
latter in exact Scripture terminology is viewed in a twofold manner. 
as physical 
c alled ps:tche or soul; when viewed as a rational and moral agent, 
this swne :Ui1luateriiJl portion ts as or spirit.  In 
usage of St. Paul, the enew.na is man' s  higher part in reltil.tion to 
; the pszche is that ssme higher part 
to bodily things . 4 
This latter explanation of the soul being �the same higher partd 
as the spirit but viewed in a diffE}rent relationship, is the general 
approach of most theologians who clearly stand for the dichotomio 
position. 
The renolmed Baptist theologian A. H .  Strong forcefully supports 
2 �. , PP• 18-19. 
3Ibid . ,  p .. 19 .. 
4Ibid .. -
tJian a tno -fold nature ,  --on one hand materid ,  on 
other hand immaterial . He consists of body ,  and of spirit, or 
soul . are t�ro , and only two , elements in s 
is a fact to which consciousness testifies . This testinto� is 
confirmed by Scrinture ,. in the prevaip.ng 
of' man • s  constitution is that o f  dichotomy. 
Strong definitely opposes the tri-partite view. He s ays � 
The trichotomous theory . .... a.s it is ordine.rily defined, endangers 
the and :tmrnateril.?l1.ty of our higher nGt,ure , by holding that 
man consists of three substances ,  or three component narts--body , 
soul, spirit-.. and that soul and spirit are as distinct from 
each other as are s oul and body.2 
. 
As to the suppos ed supporting S cripttU'a for trichotomy 
Strong declares , 
spirit are 
Thus ,  
chiefly relied up<:m a s  supporting trichotomy may b e  
upon viet� t soul and 
110t two distinct substances or parts , but that they 
fron1 points of vie1cr. J 
take s  an un�uivo c al stand for dichotomy and gives 
his elet,.rly reasons fo:r point to 
noted here i s  the way in lihtch he absolutely 
o f  substances ,  but, on the other 
thet m�m 1s compos ed 
part of nmn to be from more the1.n o ne point of view, and in 
this m1;mner be given more than one name--namely, s oul or spirit. 
P�om the Reformed tradition of theology Hodge and Berkhof both 
lstrong, .!!2• ill• , P• 48J. 
2 
�" ' P •  484. 
)Ibid. 
espouse the dichotomic position. Hodge states that 
The Scriptures teach that God formed the body of man out of the 
dust or the earth, and breathed into him the breath of life and 
he became a living soul. According to this account, man consists 
of two distinct principles ,  a body and a soul : the one material, 
the other immaterial ; the one corporeal, the other spiritual. I t  
i s  involved in this statement, first, that the soul o f  man is a 
substance ; and secondly , that it is a substance distinct from the 
body. So thai in the constitution of man two distinct substances 
are included. 
He further declares that 
The Scriptures do not formally teach any system of psychology, but 
there are certain truths relating both to our physical and mental 
constitution, which they constant� assume . They asswne, as we 
have seen, that the soul is a substance ; that it is a substance 
distinct from the body; and that there are two, and not more than 
two ,  essential elements in the constitution of man.2 
JJ 
Again, it is clear that Hodge also is opposed to trichotomy .  He 
declares of this theory that it has greatly influenced the form in which 
other doctrines of the Church have been presented. feels tha,t the 
trichotomic theory has been held to a greater or less extent in the 
Church because " • • • it has some sem}llance of support :from the Scrip­
tures themselves . •tJ Hodge then proceeds, however, to show that tri-
chotomy :is actually "anti-Scriptural••, in his terms . 
Berkhof clearly declares that "The two words , "soul" and �•spirit" 
do not denote two different elements in man, but serve to designate the 
one spiritual substance of man. � After considering several Biblical 
1Hodge, .2J?.• ill• t P• l,j-2 . 
2Ibid. , P• 4). 3Ibid . , P• 47. 
4touis Berkhof, Manual of Reformed Doctrine (Grand Rapids : 'Will. B . 
Eerdmans PUblishing Co. , 1933 ):-pp. 121-122. 
his viewpoint he concludes that 
two terms merely serve to the spiritual element of 
man from two different points of view. The word "spirit" contem­
plates it as the pr1.noiple of life and action which controls 
body; while word �soul" refers to it as the personal subject 
in nuu1, which thinks and feels a.nd wills ,  and in some cases par­
ticularly as the seat or affections . 1 
This theologian' s  opposition to trichotomy is seen in his state-
ment that dThis conception of man did not result from the study Scrip-
ture ,  but was born of the study of Greek philosophy.tt2 He concludes by 
pointing out tha:t. a proper understanding of the Biblical pass ages ';.:ln • .,,... 
support is sought for trichotomy reveals no real support f'or that theory. 
Other supporters of the dichoto.'l'ly include William Newton 
Clarke, who speaks of the human constitution body spirit.. He 
states that. ttThis t't�fol.d division of man is the one that we most 
readily put forwards because it is the one 
instinctively discerned in common life .. '') 
is most naturally and 
H.  l,faldwyn Hughes in his book entitled Basic Beliefs adds his 
voice to the majority he declares concerning th(� 
It is not ea� to distinguish clearly the use of 
terms in the New Testament. Sometimes they are synonymous. It 
seems best  to regard soul and spirit together as representing the 
higher side of' man' s nature and spirit as having special reference 
1Ibid. , P• 122. 
2Ibid. -
3william Newton Clarke , An outline of Christian Theologz (New 
York : Charles Scribner' s  Sons , !9o45, P• 182'. 
to the higher nature as 1 .. edeemed by Christ and sanctified by the 
Holy Sp1rit. 1  
F. G .  Smith, o f  the Church of God, simply asserts that, '*The 
Scriptures represent m:m as a twofold, or dual, being , possessed of 
body' and soul, or body and spirit. ,.2 
From the Episcopal tradition ,  w. Norman Pittenger states that 
�Man is neither soul alone, nor body alone, but body-soul unity • • •  �3 
This sort or viewpoint begins to approach a monochotomy, but only in 
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that it stresses the true unity o f  the human constitution. It actl:tally 
affirms the esse ntial existence of the two parts in human nature . 
Another person who would wish to stress  the essential unity of 
hurnan nature but yet tacitly admits the twofold nature of the human per-
sonality is  Warren c. Young . He declares that f9The Christian philosophy 
is built on the teaching that man is twofold,. body and soul . . . tt4 Young 
rightfully emphasizes the fact that man be considered as a unit. 
He says 
The body is necessary for the com:pletA!t and perfect expression o f  
personality. hence, the importance o f  the teaching on the resur­
rection body. While the soul or  spirit may exist in s eparation 
1H. Maldwyn Hughes , Basic Beliefs (tlew York : The Abingdon Pres s ,  
1929) ,  P• 62. 
2F.  G .  Smith, What the Biblle Teaches (Anderson, Indiana : Warner 
Press ,  Inc . , 1955 ) ,  condensed edition, P• 18. 
Jw. Norman Pittenger, I.h!, Christian Understanding � Human Nature 
(Philadelphia :  The Westminster Press ,  1964) , P• 19. 
4warren c. Young, A Christian AR�r�acg � fhilosoghl (Wheaton, 
Ill . : Van Kampen Press ,  199�), P• 2 14. 
the body, suc�h a is one of incompleteness . ! 
He s tates in another place that "The separation of the body a. nd the 
soul, even temporarily, i s  viewed a.s unnatural [in the Bible] . tt2 
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Even Emil Br1.mnert from the Neo-orthodox tradition, has witnessed 
to the twofold division of human nature while yet emphasizing the unity. 
He s ays, 
It is a well-known fact, at least within the Christian Churoh, 
and among readers of the Bible,  that the Bible understands man 
as a whole, as an entity consisting of ttsoul•• or stspirit" and 
�ody�t.J 
One final representative of ti1e dichotomous view to be presented 
here is that of the Methodist theologbn Henry c.. Sheldon. He takes the 
slightly unusual approach that the only way to settle the trichotomy-
dichotomy issue is  by human reason. He declares : 
In short, ·  if it were to be contended that the Scriptures prescribe 
any theory, more could probably be said in favor of their teaching 
dichotomy than for the notion that they inculcate trichotomy. But 
the better conclusion is that they authoritatively teach neither 
the one nor the other .. .. .. .  the leaves open the question 
whether man is dual or triple in his essence . This question must 
be determined on rational grounds .. 
Viewing the subject from this standpoint ,. we have no hesitation 
in pl"onouncing for dichotomy, as being commended by its greater 
simplicity and intelligibility.4 
So for one reason or m.�, the majority of Protestant theologians 
1Ibid .. 
2Ibid. , P •  220. -
)Emil Brunner, � Christian Doctrine 2£ Creation � Redemption 
(Philadelphia : The Westminster Press , 1952,, P •  �1. 
4Henry c.  Sheldon, Svstem .2£ Christian Doctrine (New York : Eaton 





that held by the materialist who denies the existence or reality of soul 
or 
organism .. viewpotnt might be called a 
the said or i t :  
point is illustrated by a recent 
to 
bea.uty, and the soul are all inherent in the 
book just 
to 
round. authors ot the 
should also be man is 111.n unit;y, 
to the presentation or the Scriptures .  o�nnot be 
split into s everal parts . Total man is presented as a �living 
soul , d  and each bodily function is merely an aspect of the entire 
functioning person. 1 
These authors express their opinion as to the use of words which have 
given rise to trichotomy. Their position is as follows : 
A brief reference to the word s2irit as used in Holy Writ seems 
necessar.y, since its use is at times interpreted as indicating 
that man is a tripartite being, having body, soul, and spirit. 
Spirit ,  as used in Scripture, must ,  of course, also be interpreted 
in terms of its immediate context as well as within the frame of 
Scripture . Frequently the word means Holy Spirit, or Holy Ghost .  
In several instances it refers to angels, At times it  is used 
synonymously with soul. Beyond these meanings the word is used 
over and over in the sense of what might be termed the operational 
content and direction of man' s thoughts , words , and actions . Spirit, 
then, is a fruit, an outcome of the individualt s  life and experi­
ence. It is a reaction to stimuli in the light of one ' s  past ex­
perience .2 
The conclusion reached in this symposium is that man is not com-
posed of either two or three constituent elements but is a single enti-
ty. The authors state, "If spirit is regarded as a functional outcome 
rather than a separate structural entity, the difficult and troublesome 
trichotomy theory becomes entirely unnecessary. d) They claim that 1£ 
the various Biblical terms {body, soul, spirit, mind, heart, strength ) 
are interpreted d • • •  as descriptive terms to include the whole man, the 
entire being ,  we arrive, as previously, at a unitary being. �  









by I .  Howard Marshall, entitled Christian Beliefs . He declares firs t  of 
all that 
Just as the Bible doe s  not try to give us a scientific account 
of the world in general, so it does not give us a systematic 
account of the nature of man couched in scientific terminology. 
It is in fact dangerous to attempt to construct a biblical 'psy­
chology• because the s ame ps.ychologioal terms are used in the 
different books of the Bible with different shades of meaning . ! 
The author goes on to summarize his view of what the Bible teaches 
in r egard to the terms describing man : 
In general • • •  we can s ay that in the Old Testament man is  regarded 
as a oroature made of flesh and bones ; he is described as being 
(not ' having • ) a living soul, and his life is inbreathed by God • 
• • •  In the New Testament, man has a body composed of flesh and 
blood • • •  and he has ,  or is , a soul (2!lohe ) and a spirit (Rneum.a ) 
• • •  Roughly speaking , the word 'body' is used of man as a physical 
being , • soul• of him as a being who ass ociates with other men, and 
' spirit• of him a s  a being who has fellowship with God. This is 
not to say that he has three  ' par�s ' ;  r ather, there are three 
different ways of looking at man. 
Thus Marshall appears to hold to a true monochotomic position• indicat-
ing that the three terms--body, soul, and spirit--are merely represen­
tative of di fferent ways of looking at man. 
Baptist theologian Knudsen also appears to hold to this posi-
tion. After an extensive discussion of the terms s oul and spirit he 
makes this conclusion : 
The suggestive terms , .!!!!.• psyche ,  and 2neuma, are not attempts 
to interpret man in three parts , or even in two parts , for "man 
is  a living unity�. � is the material of the body, while psyc�! 
1I .  Howard Marshall, Christian Beliefs (Chicago : Inter-Varsity 
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conclusion that organism itself is that and really matters . 
Such does not seem to be the attitude of tho s e  truly evangelical 
theologians who nevertheless e spouse the monochotomic They are 
essentially interested in s tressing the unity o f  human �istence--the 
1Ralph E. Knudsen• Theologz .!!l !!1!. 1!.!.!.  Testament (Vall� Forge ,  
Pa.. : The Judso n  Press , 1964), P• 227. · 
2quoted in Taylor, �· �. , P• 12 . 
4i 
tund&�ental necessity of man being united body and soul for his complete 
and perfect existence . Erich S&tuer in his book, !h.! Ki!ti: $!!. !!!.!. Earth, 
s eems to express this when he speaks of a �psycho�somatic unity" of 
man. 1 In this expression he tacitly admits the twofold nature or man 
emphasizing the essential unity. 
Perhaps the most outstanding proponent of the monochotomic view 
is G. C .  Berkouwer11 Reformed theologian of the Netherlands . In his book, 
J!!!lr I!l!, Ima.se .2! �. he insists strongly for a monochotom.ic view and 
yet seems to admit the reality of the dual nature of man--body and soul.a 
What he is attempting to set forth is apparently just what has been men-
tioned above--an emphasis on the necessity of regarding man as a unified 
being. He regards man as a whole because he insists that the image of 
God penetrates the whole being of man. Berkouwer declares :  
The discussion has especially turned on this point. whether the 
term "soul'' as used in Scripture has some special religious empha­
sis in the s ense that we must deduce at least some sort of d:ieho• 
tomy. And this :is more and more denied by theologians . Their 
denial does not mean that the soul should become �secularized", 
but rather that it may not be made the special seat of religion, 
in dichotomistic and anthropological fashion, since religion deals 
precisely with the relation of the whole man with God.2 
Berkouwer does not feel that it is possible to systematize the 
different Biblical terms reg�ding man in any way and that to do so 
leads to something less than the Biblical view of the image of God in 
1El"ich Sauer, The � .2.!, !!!!. Earth (Grand Rapids : \lin. B. Eerd­
mans Publishing eo . ,  l§b2 } ,  P •  109. 
2a.  c. Berkouwr, Man : I.ll!. lf6fe g.! �  (Grand Rapids : Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publish.ing eo. , "f9b2), P• 0 • 
man. He s tates : 
We have already in another chapter seen that theologians have 
often, in connection with man as the image of God, made various 
distinctions and in sometimes peculiar fashion have loc:uAlized 
the image in man ' s  soul in distinction from his body ,  which was 
thus not part of the imag e . 
They asked that attention b e  given to the fact that Scripture 
appears to concern itself not merely lrl.th man :in his totality, 
but as well with man in terms of his various aspects, and makes 
distinctions which appear to show a certain anthropological 
concentration on one or another kind of composition or struc• 
turedness of man. 1 
Berkouwer admits that the Scriptures do indeed of man in 
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very differing ways a.nd that these distinctions � . . . are e nough to raise 
the probl$m. wl:u!1ther our attention is not thereby directed to clearly 
defined parts of man in tenus of 9n independent anthropological inter­
est. n2 But his interest is in the question, " • • •  whether Scripture di· 
rects its attention to some part of man in which his uniqueness  or 
essence can be found, in distinction from other parts of his humanness �) 
He believes that if this were so , " • • •  Scripture would demand attention 
not so much for the whole man as for the essence of his humanness • .4 
Berkouwer comments on the fact that mar13" attempts have beert made 
to s earch through the Biblical material bearing on man • s  nature in order 
to deduce a clear-cut system of anthropology or psychology. He declares 
that these attempts have only made it clear that due to the great variety 
1Ibid. , - P• 198. 
2Ib:td. 
Jlbid. 
4 12!!:!· '  P• 199. 
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o f  concepts used in the Bible, it is not possible to synthesize them 
into a clear s tructure of the nature of man . He refers to the fact that 
J.. A .  T ..  Robinson, in his book entitled ! Studz !!!. Pauline Theolosz. "'en 
speaks of' a .. chaotic "  use of' terms . Berkouwer quotes Robinson as saying, 
d · · � f'rom the standpoint of analytic psychology and physiology, the usage 
of the 0 $  T .  is ohaot1.o ; it is the nightmare of the anatomist,  when any 
part can stand at a�r moment for tho whole. �1 Yet Berkouwer feels that 
in :mak:i.ng such a statement Robinson is :iraplying too ntuoh of a s cientific 
context o f  i n  the Bible • 
Berkouwer concludes that thGre is a fa:h-ly general cons11nsus o f  
opinton theologians as a result of Biblical research, that man 
Q,n impressive divers ity and yet, at the s ame t:ime , Biblical 
ne"tter los es sight of the unity of the whole man ... •in fact, it ,. • • •  r ather 
brings it out and accentuates i t. d2  
The main pu:�:-pose Berkouwer has in mind in holding a monocho-
toNJiY is that he feels that the religious in nuu1 o<<nnot be sp411cifically 
related to one or ar10ther part of ma:n as such . ) He feels that such a 
localization is , indeed, used at times in the Bible to show God ' s  rela-
tion to the lihole man, but that when it is used it is for the purpose o f  
referring to the whole :man. He declares : 
Such words have as their purpose not the shedding of light on the 
!Ibid. -
2Ibid. ,  p .. 200,. 
Jibid. , P• 201 .. -
compositional structure of man, but r ather to deal with thl'l whole 
matl in all his complex of functions ; not to dea.l with a part of 
man i.n distinction from other parts , but to de.ti with man in his 
total exis tence , which lies open before the examining eye of God. 1 
In this sens e ,  Berkouwer is very much like the dichotomists who 
recognize a functional distinction (but not an ess ential distinction ) 
between soul and spirit. He s imply goes one step farther and s ays that 
the only distinction between bo� and soul (or body and spirit ) i s  a 
functional one . In doing this , he seems interested solely in bringing 
to the forefront the unity of man ' s  nature and the fact that man in his 
totality is involved in a religious way . This ,  by tht!J way, is s omething 
that most dichotomists recognize also . Berkouwer sumn1arizes thus : 
It appears clearly ,  then, that Scripture never pictures man as a 
dualistic , or pluralistic being , but thB,t :i.n all ex­
pressions the whole man comes to the fore , in all his guilt and 
s in, and oppression,  his longings his • And 
it i s  thus a priori unlikely that the Biblical view o f  man will 
distinguish .a higher a lower part in uuu1 h•plying that the 
higher part is holier than the lower and sta.nds closer to God, the 
lolfer as such then being impure sinful and furthe:r away from 
the C�d of life .2 
In an extellded discussion, Berkouwer deals still further with the 
problem of dichotomy, which he recognizes i s  not e asily resolved. He 
It is , however ,  understand�ible th.at theologians , evttn when .acknovl­
�Ddging the many-sided terminological usage or Scripture ,  have time 
and again raised the question whether there is not at least one 
important distinction which springs so clearly to the fore that 
we can hardly avoid the impression that we have to do with a llOrm­
ative Biblical distinction : namely, the dichotomy between s oul and 
1Ibid . , P •  202 . 
2 �. , P• 203. 
body , the duali ty-in ... un.i. ty bro substances . w-e not here· 
e ncounter a certain anthropological and structural :reference in 
God� s  re,relation'i' And may we not then right,ly conclude that this 
dichotomy is a Biblical anthropological given?t 
4·5 
Berkouwer &!)pears to answer thes e  latter two questions in the neg• 
ative . This is not to say that he does not recognize the legitimate use 
of the two terms , body and soul , for they have been used in the creeds of 
the church as well as in the Bible and he professes to accept both.2 
Rather, he is dealing with the question whether we must accept as Bibli-
cal teaching that man is compos ed of two substances , soul and body. 
Apparently he regards the legitimate use of the two terms to be when 
they are taken as different ways of r eferring to the �1ole man, but he 
is definitely opposed to regarding them as different substances . He 
declares : 
Once man is thought of as put together of psychic �nd physice.l 
components , imrnortality is naturally associatlf'd with the psychic ; 
and thus arises the dialectic that earmarks dichotomy, for the 
pS'JOhic ( the soul ) now from the con-
crete context of human into the definitive immortal 
substance in man. 3  
Thus i t  seeras that Berkouwer , among those theologians professing 
monochotomy, takes the strongest position for this view. And yet the 
essential purpose of  his espousal of this view, as with the others,  is 
to emphasize the real unity of human nature.  This is undoubtedly a 
Scriptural emphasis and one that is  equally maintainl!ld by most of the 
theologians accepting dichotomy; yet they do not see the necessity for 
)Ibid. , PP • 215-216. 
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��portance of emphasizing this unity due to the fact that 
it makes the whole person responsible for sin and involved in the Fall, 
1quoted in Wile.y, !e• s!l• '  P• 15. ( Italics not in the original ).  
honors tho as a being by God and 
His , it recogni?;es tho possibilit:.r of God t s  Spirit not 
only the soul but also the body, and it a. wtraison d ' etreft :for the 
future resurrection of the body to be reunited wl.th the s oul . 
It been seen that the early churoh a.ppeared to embrace a form 
o f  trichotorny and that this •·1as greatly influenced by the Greek of 
The church very began to shift from this 
position as it becam.e more and more involved 1dth h•.n·etical regard-




to the ided of 
to , as the church generally 
held to , in dichotomy . Both and 
shown to hold the dichotomic of hmnan 
present-day theologi:ms , however 1 there is more 
viewpoints on this subject . A hold to trichotomy, ��though those 
of 
who to do so o ften treat this subject only superficially . It has 
also been found among tho s e  tiho hold trichotomy they often fall 
into the ancient idea that spirit and matter can not join together with­
out an intermediary o f  some sor t .  This they posit as the soul .. 
It seems that the majority or outstanding theologians today 
(including those of the past century as well ) embrace the dichotomic 
view. Some of these theologians support this view more strongly and 
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with clearer conviction than others , while some tend to dismiss the sUb­
ject as lacking real significance. It is interesting to note that gener­
ally the Reformed theologians come out most strongly for dichotomy, and 
that some Arminian theologians , especidly the older Methodists , while 
leaning strongly towards dichotomy, take the attitude that the Biblical 
evidence is inconclusive and that the issue is really unimportant. 
A few representatives of the monochotomic view may be found. 
While this view is obviously that held by the materialist who recognizes 
no other element in human nature but that of the organism functioning in 
itself, there are also some Christian theologians tod� (even Evangelical 
ones ) who feel that this view alone represents the true Biblical way of 
viewing human nature .  They wish to emphasize strongly the unity of 
human nature. Some who ·appear to support monochotomy actually recognize 
and admit to a greater or lesser degree the legitimate existence of soul 
(or spirit) as well as body. They thus , in actuality ,  end up with a 
sort o:f monochotomy in dichotomy, or a unity with duality.  
CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BIBLICAL WORDS INVOLVED 
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CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BIBLICAL WORDS IrWOLVED 
While it is true that there are several words used in the Bible 
in regard to man's  nature other than soul and spirit, such as mind, 
heart, and conscience, it should not be necessary to consider them all. 
Even as Stalker s ays in his comprehensive volume entitled Christian Psy­
chology, " 
• • •  it is not necessary in this place to expound all the terms 
belonging to Biblical Psychology. "! He gives special attention to two 
terms only--soul and spirit. This, likewise, has been the purpose of 
this study--to investigate the Biblical usage of these two terms, in both 
their Old Testament and their New Testament usage. The Biblical words 
for the physical body of man are not much in question and thus have not 
been dealt with to a� great extent here. If only a clear conception of 
the Biblical usage of the two words , soul and spirit, can be found it 
will help greatly to clarity the dichotomy-trichotomy issue . 
I.  SOUL (NEPHESH-J;:SYCHE) 
� Testament Usage (nephesh ) 
The usual Hebrew word translated "soul" in the Old Testament is 
(Li;J� (neehesh) .  It occurs some 754 times in the Old Testament.2 
·: "..' 
1stalker, ga. !!1• • P• 65. 
2J . D .  Douglas (ed. ), The New Bible Dictionarz (Grand Rapids : *
• 
B .  Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1�), P • 1208. 
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The primary meaning of the word seems to be npossessing lifeff. 1 Girdle-
stone says that it is t• • • •  properly speaking, the animating principle of 
the body . . ..  ,.2 The :first and primary use of this word where it is trans­
lated as "soul� is found in Genesis 2 :7 ,  dAnd Jehovah God formed man of 
the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of l�fe; 
and man became a living soul . d  
It i s  important to notice here that it i s  not said that man was 
.first a living soul, and that then God breathed into him a spirit, nor 
even that man received a spirit from God, but simply that " • • •  as a result 
of the inbreathing of the divine Spirit, the body becomes possessed and 
vitalized by a single principle--the living soul . dJ It is not that man 
received a soul , but that man beo�.me living soult1 •  
As  a word indicating "possessing lifed,  nephesh is frequently 
used of animals as well as of men. The Hebrew word has frequently been 
translated as a �living creature" or a "breathing creature".  Examples 
of this usage are to be found in the first chapter of Genesis . •And 
God created the great s ea-.monster s ,  and every living creature (nephesh) 
that moveth, wherewith the waters swartned . . .  and every winged bird • • •  ..4 
R!ftd God said, Let the earth bring forth living creatures after their 
kind, cattle, and creeping things , and beasts of the earth after their 
112:1!· 
2aobert Baker Girdlestone , Sil!!:9!1Y!S .2!, the � Testament (Grand 
Rapids : Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1951 ) ,  P• �. 
3strong, .2ll• m,. , P• 483. 
4Genesis 1 :2 1 . 
ki:nd . . ..  
the st.at.emcnt th.st named the 
And out of ��e ground Jehovah God formed every of the field ,  
and every bird of  the heavens ; and brought th em  unto the man to 
see what he would o<itll them: and whatsoever the man called 'l!fllery 
living c;eature (neBhesh, or literally, �soul�) , that was the name 
thereof."� 
The ninth ohapter of Genesis contains no less than four ooourenoes or 
the Hebrew word neohesh, in each or which cases it has been tran�lated 
Gtliving creature", but is literally the word commonly translated ••soul"•) 
In Leviticus 11 :46 there are two occurences of the word nephesh, 
one translated �living creature" and the other simply �creature�.  There 
is no doubt about the fact that reference is made to anuttals for as the 
text says , "This is the law of the beast. and of the bird, and of wery 
living creature (nephesh) that moveth in the waters,  and of every crea­
ture (nephesh) that cree�th upon the earth; -'+  
Thus it can b e  seen from these instances that the �living soul" 
which man became by the divine act described in Genesis 2 :7 , is some-
thing which man shares in common wlth the animals ,  at least so  far as 
Old Testwnent usage is concerned. This should not be construed to mean 
that man is nothing more than the animals , or that there was not possibly 
1Genesis 1 :24 
2 : 19 
3see 9 : 10 , 12, 15, 16. 
4see Leviticus 11 : 10 and Ezekiel 47 :9. 
somethil� unique in the divine act described Genesis 2 :7 .  But it 
must be 
It might be \roll to add here a comment as to just how man is  dis• 
tinct fror.1 the aniln.als . Hodge says o f  the living principle celled �soul• 
(or ) : '�That principle in the brute creation is irrational and 
mortal; in man it rational and immortal. �! The difference is found 
in the fact that m.an* s spirit is in the image of God, while that of 
beasts not. Buswell emphasiz-es this when he says : tfThe difference 
between man and beast is not that man has a soul or spirit • • •  , but that 
man is created in the image of God. tt2 
Another instance of the use of nephesh is found in Leviticus 24 c 
18, which reads , fiRe that killeth a beast (ne;ehash bahe1nah) shall make 
it good; beast (�ephesh ) for beast (nephesh ) . �) This is literally, 
that smiteth the soul of a beast shall recompense it; soul for soul,. Jf. 
The precaeding instance is basically a usage of the word nephesh 
to indicate �lifett; indeed, the A .S .V . ha.s translated the last phrase ,  
�life for life . �  There are more instances where this Hebrew word 
has been transla'ted ,.life�. �ut flesh with the life (nephesh, or �soul• ) 
1Hodge, !!E.• ill.• t P• 49. 
c. Tenney (ed. ) ,  Zondervan Pictorial Bible Dietionarz 
(Grand Rapids : Zondervan Publishing House , 1L�3), P•  !07. 
21� : 18, K. J .  V .  
LI-Girdlestone , .22.• ill• 
thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat . �1 The following 
verse is more explicit a 
And surely your blood, the blood of your lives {�ephesh) ,  will 
I require ; at the hand of every beast will I require it: and at 
the hand of man, even at the hand of every man•s  brother, will 
I require the life {nephesh )  of man.2 
Here the Hsoul� (nephesh) seems to be identified with the blood, evi­
dently as something which is essential to physical existence .) 
Ma� other instances are found in the Old Testament where nephesh 
has been translated as �life" .  For example in the account of  Lot flee­
ing from Sodom, he was told, dEscape for thy life (nephesh) • • •  � Again, 
Lot speaks to the Lord, and says , "Behold now, thy servant hath found 
favor in thy sight, and thou hast magnified thy lovingkindness ,  which 
thou hast showed unto me in saving my life (nephesh ) • • •  •5 In these 
cases the word could have been translated �sould. 
From these many occurrences of the word nephesh translated as 
"life" ,  one m� conclude that this Hebrew word for soul carries not only 
the meaning of "possessing life" or being a "living creature" ,  but also 
stands for "life" itself. 
By an easy transistion from the previous usage the Hebrew word 
1aenesis 9 :4 
2Genesis 9 :5 
Jsee also Deuteronomy 12 :2) 
4Genesis 19 : 17 
5aenesis 19 : 19 
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neR9esh comes to stand for the �individual�, the "person"• Girdlestone 
states : 
In some passages nephesh has been rendered ' anyone • ; the word 
is thus used in an indefinite sense, the soul representing the 
person, ,s when we speak of a city containing so many thousand 
• souls • . l  
EXamples of this usage to designate an individual or person are numerous. 
The word nephesh has been translated as •any" in several instances : "And 
when � �  offereth an oblation of a meal-offering unto Jehovah • • •  �2 
"And if � �  of the common people sin unwittingly. , . ") "And he that 
smiteth !.Bl!:, !!!! mortally shall surely be put to death. Jf. "If a man be 
found stealing !![ of his brethren of the children of Israel • • •  "S These 
instances could have been transla,ted ttany soul" or "a soul". 
In a couple of instances nephesh has been translated as �an". 
"All the money of the dedicated things that is brought into the house of' 
the LORD, even the money of' every one that passeth the account, the mon­
ey that every � is set at • • •  tt6 The A .  s .  V .  has here,  • • • •  the money 
of the persons for whom each man is rated • • •  " In either case the word 
is literally "souls" .  Another example is found in  I Chronicles 5 :21 :  
1Girdlestone, .2:e.• ill.• 
2teviticus 2 : 1  
)Leviticus 4 :27 
4Leviticus 24 : 17 
Sneuteron� 2�:7 
6II Kings 12 t4, K .  J .  V. 
"And they too�: away their cattle ; of their camels fifty thousand, and of 
sheep two hundred and fifty thousand, and of asses two thousand, and of 
� a  hundred thousand. "  
The word "person� h.:;;.s been used as a translation of nephes h  in 
numerous instances . "And the king of Sodom said unto .A.bram ,  Give m.e the 
persons, and take the goods to thyself. a1 "And Es au took his wives ,  and 
his sons , and his daughters ,  and all the 2ersons of his house • • •  .z The 
A .  s .  V .  renders this as "soulstt here. "• • .Gather ye of it every man 
according to' his eating , an omer a head, according to the number of your 
persons . . . .. ) 
There are three instances where neRbesh has been translated � 
the personal pronoun ftm.e", and in each case it has something to do w1 th 
dying. •tet !.!. die the death of the righteous, and let my last end be  
like his. "4 "And Samson s aid, Let me die with the Philistines. tt5 �o 
-
they girded s ackcloth on their loins , and put ropes on their heads, and 
came to the king of Israel, and said, Thy servant Benhadad saith, I pr� 
thee, let !.!. live. �t6 In each case the rendering could have been, � 
1Genesis 14:21 
2Genesis )6 :6 ,  x. J .  v. 
)EXodus 16 : 16. See also Leviticus 27 : 2 ;  Numbers 5:6;  31 : 19;  35 : 
11 ;  35 : 15; 35 : 30 ;  Deuteronomy 10 :22 ; 27 :25; Joshua 20 : 3 ;  20 : 9 ;  I Samuel 
22 :22; II Samuel 14 : 14;  Proverbs 28 : 17 ;  Jeremiah 4) : 6 ;  52 :29; 52 : 30;  
Ezekiel 16 :5;  17 : 17 ; 27 : 13;  33 :6.  
4Numbers 23 : 10 
5Judges 16 :30 
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soul". 
In numerous places nephesh has been translated as etself" (himself, 
herself, tqyself, myself, themselves ,  yourselves ) .  Examples of this may 
be  found in Leviticus 11 :43, 44 :  
Ye shall not make lourselves abominable with any cree�ing thing 
that creepeth, neither shall ye make lourselves unclean with them, 
that ye should be defiled thereby. For I am Jehovah your God : 
s anctif,y yourselves therefore , and by ye holy ; for I am holy ; 
neither shall ye defile lourselves with any manner of creeping 
thing that oreepeth upon the earth. 1 
' I 
Many of these references express emotbns and ac tivities whi.oh we often 
refer to the soul as such, but are here translated as vtmyself" or "him-
s elf'* , etc . 
Again, there are ma.ny instances where the word nephesh has been 
translated as ¥tsoul*1, but still with this meaning of en individual or 
person :  �oreover the s oul that shall touch any unclean thing • • •  �t2 
"Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, No soul of you shall eat 
blood • • •  n3 "And the s ons of Joseph, who were born to him in Egypt, 
were two souls : all the souls of the house of Jaoob t that came into 
Egypt, were threescore and ten • ..4 "And Joshua took Makkedah on that 
day, and smote it with the edge of the sword, and the king thereof : he 
1see als o : Deuteronomy 4 : 15;  Joshua 23 : 11 ;  I Kings 19 :4; Esther 
4 : 1) ;  9 : 3 1 ;  Job 18 14; 32 : 2 ;  Psalm 1)1 : 2 ;  Isaiah 5 : 14 ;  46:2; 4? : 14 ;  Jere• 
miah j c1 1 ;  17 t21 ;  37 :9 ;  5 1 : 14 ;  Amos 2 : 14 ;  2 : 15 ;  6 :8;  Jonah 4 ;8 .  
2I,eviticus ? :2 1 �  K .  J .  v .  The A .s .v .  has , "And when a ny  one 
shall teuoh any unclean thing • • •  " 
3Levitious 1? : 12 
4aenesis 46 :2? 
utterly destroyed them and all the souls that were therein • • •  �! "The 
soul that sinneth, it shall die • • •  •2 
These passages use the word "soul" or '*souls" to denote the en-
tire person or persons. This is an important concept to be .noted in the 
Old Testament usage of the word nephesh . 
This sense of nephesh to indicate the person is extended , it seems, 
to even apply to a dead body ( the corpse), although elsewhere, as in Gen-
esis p.5 : 18 and I lings 17:21. the soul is spoken of as departing from the 
body at death. Examples of this usage are found in Leviticus 21: 1 1, 
"Neither shall he go in to a� dead body (nephesh), nor defile himself • • •  • 
Also Numbers 6 : 6, "All the days that he separateth himself unto Jehovah 
he shall not come near to a dead body (nephesh).•; Numbers 19: 1 1, 13, 
"He that toucheth the dead body (nenhesh) of any man shall be unclean 
seven days • • •  Whosoever toucheth a dead person (nephesh), the body of a 
man that died, and purifieth not himself, defileth the tabernacle of 
Jehovah • • •  •; Haggai 2: 13, • • • •  If one that is unclean by reason of a dead 
body (nephesh) touch any of these, shall it be unclean? • • •  •) 
Thus, nepgesh in the Old Testament has been translated and used 
in several ways to indicate life, or a living being, and also to indicate 
the individual or the person, even on occasion after "life" had left the 
body of the individual. 
1Joshua 10:28 
2:msekiel 18:20 
3There is another Hebrew word tor "dead bodyQ or •earcase" (neb­
elah)t as used in Psalm 79: 1 ;  Isaiah 26: 19 ;  Jeremiah 26:23; 34:20 ;  jbi"-;o. 
-
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In speaking directly of the soul, the Old Testament indicates 
that it may be the seat or physical appetites or feelings : • • • •  our soul 
loatheth this light bread. "1 •• • •  thou mayest • • • eat flesh • • •  arter all 
the desire or thy soul • • •  �2 "• • •thy soul desireth to eat flesh • • •  •3 
Job 33 :20 declares or man in his distres s  that, • • • •  his life abhorreth 
bread• and his soul dainty food. " Again we read, "Hungry and thirs�, 
Their soul fainted in them. � Verse 9 of this Psalm speaks of "the 
longing soul" and of "the hungry soul•. Micah 7 :  1 s ays , "My soul desir­
eth the first-ripe fig . et  These are all e:x:pressions of physical appe­
tites or feelings . 
Sometimes the word nephesh has been translated directly as •appe­
tite• .  Such an occurrence i s  found in Proverbs 23: 2, "And put a knife 
to thy throat if thou be a man given to appetite (nephesh ). •  Again, in 
Ecclesiastes 6 r7 ,  "All the labor of man is for his mouth, and yet the 
appetite (!l!Phesh or "soul" ) is not filled. "  
Twice the word nephesh is translated as �lust" in the K.  J. v. 
The A. s .  V. renders the word as 'lfdesire" in these instances : "The 
enemy said, I will pursue , I will overtake, I will divide the spoU; my 
� shall be s atisfied upon them . . . .. s dJmd they tempted God in their 
1Numbers 21 :.5  
2neuteronomy 12 : 15 
3Deuteronomy 12 :20 
4Psalm 107 :5 
SEI:odus 1.5 : 9  
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heart by asking meat for their lust (nephesh or �o� ) .�1 
Three times in the Old Testament the word nephesh has been trans­
lated as "pleasure",  indicating tfdesire"., lt'When thou oomest into thy 
neighbor' s  vineyard, then thou mayest eat grapes thy fill at thine own 
pleasure (nephesh) ., ., ., tt2 "To bind his princes at his pleasure; and teach 
his elders wisdom., nl �t ye • • •  oaused every man his servant • • •  whom ye 
had let go free at their nleasure. to return • • •  � 
The soul (�ephesh ) is the seat of various emotions or emotional 
feelings : Gen. �2 :21  indicates that the soul can be distressed, " · • •we 
saw the distress of his soul . . . ..  Lev .  26 : 11, although speaking of God,  
as if He has, or is,  a soul (and this is an interesting concept in it­
self ) ,  indicates that the soul can abhor someone, .... . and my soul shall 
not abhor you. "  Job 30 :25 reveals that the soul can grieve, ... . .  was not 
my soul grieved for the needy?.. Psalm 86 :� indicates that the soul can 
rejoice, "Rejoice the soul of thy servant ; for unto thee, 0 Lord ,  do I 
lift up my soul ., "  Psalm 107:26, on the other hand, indicates that the 
soul can be brought to low depths , "They mount up to the heavens, they 
down again to the depths :  Their soul melteth away because of trouble.•  
Another Psalm states, "Why art thou cast down, 0 my soul? and why art 
1psalm 78: 18 
2J)euteronomy 2):.24 
lpsalm 105:22 
�Jeremiah 34 :  16 
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thou disquieted in me?�1 Song of Solomon 1 :7 speaks of the soul loving, 
and on the other hand, Isaiah 1 : 14 speaks of the soul hating . The soul, 
of course ,  is included in the co��andment to love the Lord.2 
Other passages refer to the soul in the sense of the will or 
moral action: Deut. 4 :29 declares , *'But from thence ye shall seek Jeho­
vah thy C�d, and thou shalt find him when thou searchest after him with 
all thy heart and with all thy soul . "  Job 7 : 15 speaks of the soul choos­
ing in a moral situation, "So that my soul chooseth strangling, And 
deati1 rather than these my bones . "  Several references in the Psalms 
refer to the lifting up of the soul to God . )  In the 119th Psalm refer­
ence is made to the soul keeping God' s laws : "Thy testimonies are wonder­
ful ; Therefore doth my soul keep them • .4 dMY soul hath observed thy 
testimonies ; And I love them exeeedingly. -5 
Besides these instances where nephesh is translated "soul" but 
with the sense of will or moral decision, there are at least three 
places where the Hebrew word has been translated directly as �will� ,  
�Deliver m e  not over unto the will (nephesh)  of mine adversaries • • •  �6 
� 
• • •  And deliver not thous him unto the lnll (neEhesh ) of his ene-
1psalm 42 :5 
2neuteronomy 6 :5 
)psalm 24 :4 ; 25 : 1  
4Psalm 1 19 : 129 
5psalm 1 19 : 167 
6psalm 27 : 12 
mies. �i �ehold therefore, I have stretched out my hand over thee • .: .and 
delivered thee unto the lrl.ll ( nephesh); of them that hate thee ... . "'2 
There are a number of instances in the Old Testan1ent where the 
Hebrew word nephesh has been translated as �ind" : � • • •  if it be your 
mind (nephesh ) tha.t I should bury my dead out of my ,t) 91And it a 
Levite come . .. .  with all the desire or his !!!!! unto the pla.ce which the 
LORD shall choose ; � � • • •  but the LORD shall give thee there a trembling 
up a faithful priest, that shall do according to that which is in mine 
heart and in my � • • •  �6 In this last passage it is God who is speak• 
ing , and the word qephesh is used of Himself. 
There are also a number of instences in the Old Testament where 
nephesh has been translated as "heartn, although there are several other 
Hebrew words which may indicate this idea.. "And a sojourner shalt thou 
not oppress : for ye know the heart of a sojourner , seeing ye were so­
journers in the l and of Egypt. ,7 ••r also will do this unto you. : I will 
1psdm 1�1 :2 
2Ezekiel 16:27 
)Genes is 23 :8 
4neuteronomy 18 :6,  K.  J. v. The A .s .v .  has "soul". 
5neuteronomy 28 :65, K. J .  v .  The A .s.v . says "pining of soul". 
6r Samuel 2 :)5; see also II Samuel 17 : 8 ;  II Kings 9 : 15 ;  I Chron-
icles 28 :9;  Jeremiah 15: 1 ;  Ezekiel 23 : 17 ,  18, 22, 28; 24:25 ;  36 :5. 
7Elcodus 2) : 9  
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even appoint over you terror , consumption, the burning ague , t.f.tat 
shall consume the eyes �  and c ause sorrow of heart • • ,. d1 his day 
thou shalt g ive hnn his hir B ,  neither s hall sun go upon it ; for 
h e  is poor, and s etteth his heart upon it • • •  112 tfAnd the man of thine, 
"t>.ilom I shall not cut off from tnine .a.l ta.r , shall be t.o consmne thine eyes , 
��d to grieve thy heart • • •  •' 
Thus , i t  is evident that there is a great interchanging of word 
usage to indicate the various aspects of hunum consciousnes s  and. emo-
tions . It a study were of the -word '�hoa.rt'� for instance , tb.rough-
out the Bible , it would be found that it teo is often used for the ideas 
as for emotional feelings . 4 
\11. J .  Cameron, in The !!!::! Bible Dictionary, the that, 
�since Hebrew psychology lacked precise terminology, there some over-
the uses of nepes [soul] • .1!!1 (leba.b ) [hea.r'IJ , and � [spir-
Another aspect of the of the word nephesh is the fe.ct that 
there are several passages Which mention body and soul together as con-
trasted and together apparently making up the whole msn. �t his flesh 
1Leviticus 26 : 16 ,  K. J. v .  The A .s.v. says .. . . .  make the soul to 
pine away . "  
lneuteronomy 24 : 15 
31 Samuel 2 :33 ; see also II Samuel 3:21 ;  Psalm lO :J; Proverbs 23 : 
? ;  28 : 25;  31 :6 ; Jeremiah 42 :20 ;  Lamentations 3 :51 ; Ezekiel 25 :6 ;  25J 15; 
2? :31 ; Hosea 4 :8 .  
4see Appendix A 
5nouglas ( ed . ) ,  .2.1?.• ill• 
upon him hath pain, And his soul within him mourneth. �1 "And he stretch­
ed himself upon the child i.e . ,  the body three times , and cried unto 
Jehovah, and said 0 Jehovah my God,  I pray thee,  let this child' s  soul 
2 come into him again. •  "And it came to pass , as her soul was departing 
from the body" ( for she died ) ,  that she called his name Benoni : but his 
father called him Benjamin. •) 
Thus , in the Old Testament, the Hebrew tfOrd nephesh is found to 
be used for "lifeow ,  "living creature" ,  a "persontt (includ.ing a fidead 
person" occasionally ) ,  and as the feeling, thinking , willing aspects of 
a person. J. Barton Payne summarizes the usage of nephesh in this way : 
The nefesh, **soul, '' is the entire man and nefesh may therefore 
often be translated simply as ttself, tt  a ttpersond (Gen. 12 : 5 ;  17 :  
14) .  In poetry, a synonym used for a man ' s  soul is his kavodh, 
or �glory" (Gen. 49:6 ;  Ps . 16 : 9 ) .  The basic meaning of nefesh 
appears to be Mbreath" or "throatM (Isa. 5 : 14; Hab. 2 : 5 ) .  So in 
passages such as Job 11 :20 ; 31 : 39 to lose one ' s  life is literally 
to dbreathe out nefesh, soul. " Then, since the breathing being 
is alive, nefesh comes to mean life (of.  Jer. 38 : 16 )  or living 
creatures �Gen. 9 : 12 ) .  This significance is demonstrated in 
Deuteron� 12 :23 where blood, meaning "life blood, "  has a sim­
ilar connotation : "The blood is the nefesh (life ) ,  and you shall 
not eat the nefesh with the blood. "  Or again, perhaps from the 
"throat" etymology, nefesh may mean "appetite , desire" (Ecol. 6 : 
9 ;  of. v .  7 ) .  In any event, nefesh comes eventually to equal 
what thinks and feels , namely, the whole man ( Gen. 1� : 3 ;  Ps . 42 : 
2 ) ,  an individual •soul . •  Though usually treated as immortal, 
the soul may thus be said to "die" (Judg. 16 : 30 ;  Num. 23: 10 ) . 
As Schultz puts it: 
"Souls" just means men, persons . Hence since a dead 
person is still "somebody, .. it is strictly correct to 
call him "a soul. " Thus a man can say,  �let my soul 
die , "  "my soul lives" ;  whUa, on the other hand, death 
1Job 14:22 
2I Kings 17 :21 
3Gt=mesis 35 : 18 
is the departure of the soul, and a person lives 
by his soul. (,Q!s! Testamen Theolos;y:, II : 249, and 
note his ma� proof texts . 
Another summary of the Old Testament usage of the word nephesh 
is given by Girdlestone : 
Thus the soul, according to the o.T. , is the personal centre 
of desire ,  inclination, and appetite, and its normal condition 
is to be operatipg in or through r!le ems of a physical organisa­
tion, whether human or otherwise.. Hence,  when we read that man 
or Adam became a living soul (Gen. 2 :7 ) ,  we are to understand 
that the structure which had been moulded from the dust became 
the habitation and, to a certain extent, the servant of a eso 
or conscious centre of desire or appetite. When the soul de­
parts (Gen. 3.5: 18 ) ,  the body becomes untenanted,  and the ego 
which has gro-vm with the growth of t.�e body is dislodged from 
its habitation. It may, however, return again to its old home 
through the operation of God, as was the �ase with the widow• s child (I  Kings 17 :21; compare Ps . 16 : 1G) . 
New Testament Usage (p!Zche ) 
The usual Greek word translated "soul'• in the New Testament is 
f 
X 11 (pqche) .  By count in Young ' s  Ana±l;tic al Concordance the word 
psyche occurs some 10.5 times, translated by several English words other 
than soul on a number of occasions . J  IE! Interpreter ' s  Diction� £! 
.!ill! -..Bi;;;;;b;.;;;;l-.e declares that 
As compared with (nephesh ) in the OT, (psuche ) is relatively 
infrequent in the NT. This is partly due to the fact that so 
much of the OT is poetry ,4whioh encourages the use of synonyms and pathetic periphrases . 
1J .  Barton Payne, The Theolosz of the Older Testament (Grand 
Rapids : Zondervan PUblishing House, 19b;2)7jp. 224: 
2Girdlestone, 2.'e,• ill.• ,  P• ,58. 
3.&obert Young, Analytical Concordance to the Bible (New York: 
Funk and Wagnalls Comp�, 1924,. - -
4aeorge Arthur Buttrick (ed. ) ,  The Interpreter' s  Dictionarr 2! 
� Bible (New York : Abingdon Press , 19bi') , Vol. IV, P• 429 .. 
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The lifew Testament word for soul Ce!lche ) carries on many o f  the 
same meanings as the Old Testmnent equivalent. It is frequently trans-
lated as �life� and thus stands for the "life principle" just as the Old 
Testament word, nephesh. EXamples may be cited where the �soul� is 
spoken of as the �life� :  �Arise ,  and take the young child and his 
mother • • •  for they are dead that sought the young child' s  life (P!lChe). ttl 
�e not anxious for your life (pszche ) ,  what ye shall eat, or what ye 
shall drink; nor yet for your boqy, what ye shall put on.  Is  not the 
life (psyche ) more than food, and the body than raiment ?"2 "He that 
findeth his life (Jt!Yche ) shall lose it; and he that loseth his life 
(psyche ) for my sake shall find it. "3 "For whosoever would s ave his 
life (�syche )  shall lose it : and whosoever shall lose his life (pszche ) 
for my sake shall find it. � "Even as the Son of man came not to be 
ministered unto , but to minister, and to give his life (psyche ) a ran­
som for many.tt5 
Other examples could be given where the life ( soul ) is said to be 
risked6, or laid down.7 On at least two occasions the word is used of 
1Matthew 2 :20 
2Matthew 6 :25 
�atthew 10 : 39 
4z.fatthew 16 :25 
Sy-iatthew 20 :28 
6Philippians 2 :)0 
7John 10 : 1 1  
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animal life : �And there died the third part of the creatures which were 
in the sea, even they that had life (J;;s:rche , or ''soul10 )  . . . tt1 "• • •  and 
every living soul (R!Yche ) died, even the things that were in the s ea . �  
Again, a s  with the Old Testament word for .. soultt, esyche becomes 
personified and c an represent the entire person. �And fear came upon 
every soul t and many wonders and signs were done through the aposUes .  tt3 
"And it shall be , that every soul that shall not hearken to that prophet,  
shall be utterly destroyed from among the people . tt4  "Let every soul be 
in subjection to the higher powers . .. S 
Other examples of this usage of personification are seen in s ev-
eral other translations of the word esyohe . dHow long dos t  thou hold us 
(literally, ••our souls tt )  in suspense ? �t6 lfAnd I will very gladly spend 
and be spent for you. •7 The latter oas e  is literally ,  "for your souls•, 
and the A. s. V. has thus rendered it . 
In Aots 7 : 14 psyche is used in enumeration of persons : HAnd Joseph 
went, and called to him Jacob his father , and all his kindred, three­
score and fifteen s ouls . �  
1Revelation 8 : 9  
2aevelation 16 :3; see also other use s  of "life " :  Mark ) :4;  8 :35 ;  
10 :45; Luke 6 :9 ;  9 :24 (2x ) ;  9 :56 ;  12 :22 ,  2); 14 :26 ;  17 :33 (2x ) ;  John 10 : 
15; 10 : 17 ;  12 :25 (2x ) ;  13 : 37, 38 ; 15 : 13 ;  Acts 15 :26 ; 20 : 10, 24; 27 :22 ; 
Rom . 1 1 : 3 ;  16 &4; I John 3 : 16 (2x) ; Revelation 12 : 11 . 
3Acts 2 :43 4Acts 3 :23 Saomans 13 : 1  
6John 10 a24 7ri Corinthians 12 : 15, K. J. V .  
8see also Acts 2 :4 1 ;  27 :)? ;  I Peter ) :20 . 
There is a reflexive usa to be noted in at t"ro instances , 
wdth the soul standing once for the person.. ''But I call God for 
a 'l.dtne ss upon rn;:r soul , that to you I forbare to come unto Cor-
• •  we were well pleased to imp�rt unto you, not the gospel ot 
God only, but als o  our own souls , because ye were 
us " � In these instances the word could have been translated 1':myself.O, 
and "ourselves . "  
Thtal:'('l are three instances in the rlew Testament Hhere ps;y;ch�. has 
been even as with the Old Testan1ent 
equivalent, gives evidence of the looseness with liFhich these terms are 
used :md th(:J interchangeablenes s  of theil• usage . It interesting to 
note that in th•Stse thi�.ee instances the A .  S .  V .. has rendered the ii>"''rd as 
"soul although it has already been noted that this version doe s  not 
uniformly render the words nenhesh or ;es;yohe by the English word ftsoul"• 
The f ollow-lng e:xrunple s  are from the J .  V .  t �ut the unbelieving Jews 
stirred up the Gentiles ,  and made their :minds (pslohoi ) evil affected 
against the brethren. �) H1or consider him that endured such oontradio-
tion of sinners against himself, lest ye be vrearied and faint in your 
minds (esyohoi ) .. J.� ,..,. .. that ye stand fast in one spirit, with one mind 
1rr Corinthians 1 :23 
2r Thessalonians 2 :8 
3Aots 14 :2, K .  J.  v .  The A.S .V. has � • • •  stirred up the souls of 
the Gentiles and made them evil affected against the brethren. "  
4Hebret� 12 : 3, K .  J .  v .  The A . s .v .  has d • • •  fainting in your 
souls . tt  
(p;:;yohe ) striving together for the faith of the 
The latter refel�enoe ilSe:J the concept of �•one soul� to 
unity. This &clso appears in Acts l.f- :32 : "And the r11ultitude of them that 
believed were of' ona heart and soul . . .  ri Here :i.t ':i�01.lld seem that the 
doubling of reference to both the heart and the soul se:t"V'es only a 
rhetorical purpose and not intended to indicate that men have some 
entity called a ''heart" which is necess arily different from some other 
anti t.y called a ''soul . "2 
It is a fact that the word psyche (soul ) has bean translated as 
in the Na1-1 Tastatnant . 
, as marTpleaser s ;  but as servants of Christ, 
God from the heart (literally, "from the soul1* ) . ft3 
the will or 
do, 
work heartily (!Ji };!syches , 1*from the soul M ) , as unt<> the Lord, and not 
unto men. J+ 
ment 
The remaining instances of the usage of :gs;rche in the Ne1>1 Testa­
all been translated as "soul"',  the basio meaning of the word. 
There is  one statement, equivalent to that in the Old Testament 
found in Genesis 2 :? :  "So also it 
a living soul . �5 
wTitten, The first man Adam became 
1philippians 1 :2?, K. J. v .  The A.s .v. has , " • • •  with one soul . • •  tt 
2see Appendix A. 
)Ephesians 6 :6 
4eolossians 3:23 
5r Corinthians 15:45 
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In a number of instances the word semns to indicate the per sonal 
essence of man, the ego ,  and as such, can last beyond death. The ac-
count of the rich man in Luke, chapter 12, uses the word in this s ens e :  
And I will say to my soul, Soul, thou hast much goods laid up 
for many years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, be merry. But 
God s aid unto him, Thou foolish one, this night is thy soul 
required of thee • • •  1 
In Peter' s  sermon in the second chapter of Acts , he refers to 
Christ' s  soul : "Because thou wilt not leave my soul unto Hades • • •  n2 
" • • •  he forseeing this spake of the resurrection of the Christ, that 
neither was he (literally ,  "his soul" ) left unto Hades ,  nor did his flesh 
see corruption. "; It is important to note here also how the soul is con-
trasted to the body ( "flesh*' ) and that by implication the two together 
make up the whole man. 
In the book of the Revelation John speaks of "souls of men" being 
bought and sold in trade : ... . .  no man buyeth their merchandise any more; 
merchandise of gold, and silver • • •  and slaves (literally, "of bodies" ) ,  
and souls o f  men. � Again, there is an interesting contrast (or uniting) 
of "the bodies and souls of men" ( somaton � Esyches anthroEon) .  
On two other occasions in the book of the Revelation John speaks 
of the souls of men who have died. "I saw underneath the altar the 
1tuke 12 : 19, 20 
2Aets 2 :27 
JActs 2 : 31 
4aevelation 18 : 1 1-13 
souls of that had been slain for the word of God • • •  �1 H • • •  and I 
s aw the souls of them that had been beheaded for the testimony of Jesus� 
and for the word of God . .. . �2 It is important that in these instance s  it 
is "souls " that are noted as existing after death, and not!P according to 
these pass ages ,  the ttspirits'' ,  although that may be equally true. 
'I'here are other occasions in the New Testament where the soul of 
man is spoken of in a sense as having eternal value . It might be s aid 
that it is that part of man whioh has a spiritual and eternal value. 
Jesus s aid, t�For what shall a man be profited, if he shall gain the 
whole world, and forfeit his life 'l (literally, '*his soultt ) or what shall 
a man give in exchange for his life? (literally , �his soulfl ) . ft3 
The author of the book of Hebrews states , �ut we are not of them 
that shrink back unto perdition; but of them that have faith unto the 
s aving of the soul . �  "Obe,y them that have the rule over you, and sub­
mit to them : for they watch in behalf of your souls • • •  •S 
James exhorts to • • • •  receive with meekness the implanted word, 
which is able to s ave your souls . •6 And again, • • • •  he who converteth a 
sinner from the error of his way shall save a soul from death • • •  ••7 
1n.evelation 6 :9 
2Revelation 20 :4 
:lt>tatthew 16 :26 ; the K.J .. V .  has ••soul" here . See also Mark 8:36, 37 . 
4Hebrews 10 :39 
SHebrews 13 : 11 
?James 5 :20 
Peter speaks o :f  
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• •  ��e s alvation of your souls , tt1 and of those 
who � • • •  have purified your souls in your obedience to ��e t:ruth c • •  �2 He 
also speaks of n • • •  fleshly lusts , which w<u• against the s oul, !t) and 
refers to Jesus as the "Shepherd and Bishop o:f your s ouls • .4 
Peter e�so tells those who are suffering to dc�nit their souls 
in well-doing unto a faithful Creator . n5 In his second epistle h e  refers 
to Lot• s �trighteous soul*' and to souls that are ''unstedfast" spiritually. 6 
The apostle John prays in his third epistle that Gaius might pro s ­
per physically as much as h i s  soul prospered, evidently meaning spirit­
ually . ?  
Thus it is evident from these example s  of New Testmnent usage 
that the soul is far from b eing merely the secondary element in man ' s 
immaterial part of his constitution as some would s ay .  That is , it i s  
not s imply the part of man ' s  constitution capable o f  consciousness and 
feelings on the emotional level only, but as evidenced from these pass­
ages , it is cap able o f  the highest spiritual experiences with God, and 
has eternal value to be pres erved and not to be lost. Hodge declares 
1r Peter 1 :9 
2r Peter 1 :22 
Jr Peter 2 :  1 1  
4r Peter 2 :2.5 
.5r Peter 4 : 19 
6!! Peter 2 :8 and 2 : 14 
7III John 2 
concerning this feet that 
Prom all this it is evident that word asuohe, or soul, does 
not designate the mere animal part of our naturi, and is not a 
different from the pne'!.ll!'l .. !i. ,  or spirit.  
Just as  v.ri:th the Old 
found to be contrasted with the body and � e two together apparently re-
garded as making up the whole tnan. �•And be not afraid of them that kill 
body, but are n.ot able to kill the soul : but rather fear him who is 
able to des·troy both soul and body in hell. �2 
'Ylhat was previously stated regarding the soul ' s  capability of the 
highest spiritual experiences in contrast to consciousness and feelings 
on the emotional level is not intended to deny the fact that the latter 
are also functions of the soul according to Ne'!wr Testament 
usage.  Indeed, a number references indicate that the soul c an exper-
iencE.� a wide variety of emotions . Reference is made to the fact that 
the soul can nfind rest�), be "pleased�, �love�;, or be "sorrowtul•. 6 
'rhe soul can "magnify the !t:trd"'7, or c.;Jn be pierced with a 
�sword" .S The soul can be possessed with patience, 9 or it can be 
1Bodge , .2.2• ill• ,  P• 48. 
2!iatthew 10 :28 
:3Matthew 11  :29 
4rfatthew 12 : 18 
.5Matthe�;v 22 : 3'7 ;  see also Mark 12 : )0, 3:3; Luke 10 ;2'7 .  
�iatthew 26 : )8  and Mark 14 ::34 ?Luke 1 :46 
9tuke 21 : 19, K. J .  V .  
9ft:r-oubloon. 1 1 ./.ngu:i.sh'' can come upon soul , or the soul can 
the book of the 
it ea.n lust after food ;  this has 
alre.!ldy been 11oted as a 
as well .. 4 
the New .,  .... .., T."m'" 
of the Old s oul 
according to its Old Testam.ent word, nephesh., It 
is used for ••life prineiplett or simply to 
becomes personified 
such, as in enumerations and other uses . It is 
interchangeable ...,.i.th other �rords , such as �hearttt 




m.iiJ,king up the total man. The soul is oonsidered as that 




the body a s  
of man 
�nat has lasting , eternal and of the highest spiritual 
.. And it is considered as being that part of man whioh also 
experiences the >!rfiotions , desires , and feeli11gs of consciousness . 
II .. SPIRIT (RUACH•PNEUMA) 
QM! :r .• �t;f:l;,!.f!.tl! !l!!!e (ruach ) 
conmton H!l!>brew word translated as ttspirit'* in the Old Testa-
1John 12 ;27 ;  cp. Acts 1.5 :24 
2 :9 and Hebrews 10 :38 
6 : 19 
�evelation 18 : 14 
sensf!l the 
nd:u.re. 1 On H, is ltnked 
and tJrus refers to the third perCFon of 
Holy Spirit. On ts made to the 
also the only Hebre":v word used in the Old 
Testament for wind.2 �· count in Young • s  Concordance it thus 
some 91 tunes .3 W. J .  C�meron, in lh! N!! Bible Dietionarv, declares : 
Ru.ah occurs :378 tmes i.n Old Test8ment. Of these the 
larger number of instances have a physical, physiological, or 
psychical connotation, but a num.ber a super-
natural reference. The noun derives from a verb meaning to 
breathe out through the nose with violence. Somet;bn.es it 
s tands for the ' life centre• and is virtually a synonym for 
n!Pes (neeheshJ , but such eases are and 
genera.lly � is to be regarded as th& animating principle 
·· in reh.tion to which is the livin.z .4 
are a fe":r unusual derivi tive uses the word ruach which 
might be noted. In speaking of the scales on the body of ttleviathan*' 
it that NOne is so near to another,  no (ruaeh) oan come 
between them. "'5 The relation to the basic sense of ttbreath"' easily 
seen here .. 
Gideon s aid to the men of Ephraim who were incensed against him, 
H�e"''�""'l'f'1". F. Harrison (ed. ) 1 Baker ' s  Dictiona:or 2!. Theology (Grand 
Rapids : Baker Book House,  1960),  P• 49). 
2Ibid. -
3young, .21!• .!!.!!.• 
4nouglas (ed. ) ,  2E• �. , p. 1211.  
5Job 41 : 16 
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"God hath delivered into your hands the princes of Midian, Oreb and 
Zeeb : and what was I able to do in comparison of you? Then their anger 
(ruach, or literally, "their spirit" ) was abated toward him, when he had 
s aid that . •1 Here "spirit" is used in the sense of "anger" ; even today 
a "spirited argument" can be an euphemistic expression for an "angry 
argument "• 
In the Garden of Eden it is said that God walked •in the cool of 
the day. "2 The word ''cool" is ruach in the original Hebrew. The deri­
vation here must be due to the sense of "breath" or "wind". 
The harlot Rahab in the city of Jericho related to the spies that, 
" • • •  as soon as we had heard these things, our hearts did melt, neither 
did there remain aqy more courage (ruach, or literally, "spirit•• ) in � 
man, because of you • • •  "3 Again, in modern speech it is common to say 
that a person faced something with a great spirit, as a synonwm of oour-
The word ruach has been translated in a few instances in a quite 
unusual fashion as "quarters*' or ••sides".  "On the four sides ( literally, 
"towards the four winds" ,  "winds" being the Hebrew word ruach ) were the 
porters , toward the east, west, north, and south . "4 "And there were nine­
ty and six pomegranates on the sides (literally, "towards the [four] 
1Judges 8 : 3 
2Genesis 3 :8 
3Josbua 2 : 11 ,  K. J. V .  
4I Chronicles 9 :24; the K.J .V . has "In four quarters were the • • •  • 
1? 
winds� )  • • •  *1 �He measured the e ast side (ruaoh, or literally ,  "wi nd� ) 
with the measuring reed, five hundred reeds • • •  •2 In these instances the 
translation is based on basic sense of ruach as �wind�. 
,Again the word ruach has been used in an apparently derivitive 
sense twice in the book of Job ; it has been translated as "vain". 
"Should a wise 11an make answer with vain (ruaoh ) knowledge,  and fill him­
s elf with the east wind? •3 "Shall vain ( ruach) words have an end? • • •  � 
In these cases the word "vain" apparently bears a relationship to the 
s ense of "breathd or *wind� found in ruach ; "vain knowledge "  and "vain 
words" would be as "windy knowledge� and "windy wordstt ,  or "knowledge o f  
wind" and �words of wind�. 
The third most frequent usage of ruach in the Old Testament is as 
�reath� .  I n  some instances this usage appears only natural according 
to the context. In thes e  cases it would appear that the word is applied 
to the natural breath of man : "He will not suffer me to take my breath, 
but filleth me with bitterness . *'.5 There are .  some instances where, ac­
cording to the context, it is a little difficult to determine if the 
natural breath is meant or if perhaps it might refer to the "life prin­
cipleR as such : "Thou hidest thy fac e ,  they are troubled : Thou takest 
1Jeremiah .52 :23 
2Ezekiel 42 : 16 ; also verses 17 ,  18 ,' 19 ,  20. 
3Job 1.5 :2 
4Job 16 : 3  
.5Job 9 : 18 ;  see also Job 15 : 30 ;  1? : 1 ;  19 : 17 .  
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away their breath, they die , and :return to their dust . � 1  
ThEn·e a:r e  s everal references t o  the fact that idols have no 
fibreath" in them , and again it is difficult to kno-v; whether the natural , 
s imple idea of bre ath , as such, is meant, o:r• the idea of a life princi­
ple. "They have ears , but they hear not; neither is there aQY breath 
(ruach ) in their mouths . •t2 f�Every man is become brutish and is without 
knowledge • • •  for his molton image is falsehood, and there is no breath in 
them .. tt3 fll\4oe unto him that s aith. to the wood ,  .Allake ; to the dumb s tone , 
Aris e t Shall this teach? Behold, it is overlaid with gold and s ilver , 
and there is no breath (ruach ) at all in tile midst of it. � It is to b e  
remembered that i n  e ach of thes e  pass ages , th e  word trans lated "bre ath� 
is the Hebrew word ruach, and could have been translated as "spirit't ., 
Again, in s everal instances the word "breath� is used in refer­
ence to God.. In mos t  of the s e  cases "the breath o f  God" is s een in a 
des tructive s ens e . "Then the channels of the sea appeared, The founda­
tions of the world ��re laid bar e ,  by the rebuke of Jehovah, At the 
blast of the breath (ruach) of his nostrils . n5 "By the breath of God 
they peris h ,  and by the blast of his anger are they consumed. "6 
4 : 20 .  
1psalm 104 :29; s e e  also Psalm 146 :4;  Isaiah 33 : 1 1 ;  Lamentations 
2Psalm 135 : 17 
)Jeremiah 10 : 14 ;  s e e  also 51 : 17 .  
4Habakkuk 2 t 19 
5ri Samuel 22 : 16 ;  s e e  also Psalm 18 : 15 .  
6Job 4 : 9  
But ��th righteousnes s  shall he juc�e the poors and decide with 
equity for the meek of the earth : and he shall smite the earth 
with the rod of his mouth, and wi th the breath (ruach ) of' his 
lips shall he slay the wicked . t  
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There is one instance where rtthe breath of God" is mentioned in a crea-
tive s ense : ffBy the word of Jehovah were the heavens made , And all the 
host of them by the breath of his mouth. •2 
The remaining instances of the rendering of ruach as "br eath• 
all seem to have reference to the "life principle" in man and/or i n  
animals . In this the word is used in much the same sense as was the 
Hebrew word nephesh (soul ) ,  and the two appear to be synonymous . In 
the account of the Flood there are several references to the fact that 
all living things were to die . Thes e  references declare that animals 
h ave a "spiritff or, as it is translated, �reath" a 
And I,  behold, I do bring the flood o f  waters upon the earth, 
to destroy all flesh, wherein is the breath ( ruach ) of life , 
from under heaven; and every thing that i s  in the e arth s hall 
die . 3 
!itAnd they wemt in unto rioah into the ark, two and two o:f all :flesh where­
in i s  the breath (ruach, or literally , "spirit" ) of life . �  �All in 
whose nostrils was the breath ( ruach, or "spirit " )  of life , of all that 
was in the d� land , died. �5 The A . s .  V .  adds her e : fiAll in whose nos -
1Isaiah 1 1 : 4 ;  s e e  also 30 :28. 
2Psalm 33 : 6 ;  might this not be a direct reference to the Holy 
Spirit' s  activity in creation, with an anthropomorphic allusion to the 
"mouth " 'f  
)Genesis 6 : 17 
4Genesis 7 : 1.5 5aenesi s  7 :22 , K. J .  v .  
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trils 'lttas the bre.o.th of the spirit of 1 ife . . .  " 
Another outstanding re-
ferred to , which indicates that 11 just as 
is found in Ecclesiastes 3 : 19-2 1 :  
For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts ; even 
one thing befalleth them : as the one dieth, so dieth the other;  
yea, they have all one breath (ruach, or "spirit" ) ;  and man hath 
no prehinence above a beast t  for all is vanity. All go unto one 
place ; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust Who know-
eth the spirit (ruach ) of man, whether it goeth upward, and the 
spirit (rua.ch ) of the beast , whether it goeth downward to the 
earth?  
Here, as  in  the previous examples of  the reference to animals , the term 
ruach apparently indicates "life principle" ; this is, indeed, something 
in common between men and animals , and it is synonymous with "soul" 
(nerehesh ) .  
The passage above from Ecclesiastes is questioned by some inter-
preters as being the erroneous ideas of Solomon in his human understand• 
ing (or lack of it ) .  But with the witnes s  from Genesis , chapters 6 and 
7,  there is little question but that ruach is applied to animals . This 
statement is made in 18! Interpreter' s  Diction!!Y £! � Bible ; HAs the 
life principle , ruach pneuma ,  fispirit� dwells i n  living , breathing be­
ings , in the flesh of both men and animals.  In  this sense it  is  parallel 
to nephesh or psyche . •1 
Hodge also makes a pertinent coDL�ent in this regard : 
If the Bible ascribed only a psuche to brutes , and both psuche 
and pneuma to men, there would be some ground for assuming that 
1auttrick (ed. ) ,  22• �. , P• 433· 
t;�,.,o a.re distinct. But is not the case.  
The living principle in the brute is called both nephesh and 
�' psuche 2.11eurru� . 1  
has already made a.bove ,g.s to difference 
since it does not lie in the distinction of words 
In Job 12 : 10 there is a reference to both the soul and the spirit 
to be 
hand is the soul of every living breath ) of 
all mankind. "  Both terms make reference to the life principle. 
Ezekiel ' s  prophecy of the dry bones ruach is rendered as 
�reathtt, and it may be debateable whether the simple, natural sense is 
intended or the sense as "li.fe principle� .  I t  is not too inrportant, 
since one involves the other. "Thus saith the Lord Jehovah unto these 
bones : Behold, I will cause breath (•spirit" )  to 
shall live . '*3 
into you, and ye 
The second most frequent usage of !!:'!ach in the Old Testament is 
as �rl.nd« or t�twtndy'f or 5fwhirlw:1.nd11 or lliblast'� (of wind ) ,  or "tempest• • 
count Young ' s  Concordt�,noe this occurs some 96 .. 4 In most of 
these cases this rendering is necessary from the context and the word 
indicates the natural sense of �.dnd". 
1Hodge, g£·�· '  P •  49. 
2see above, P• 53. 
3Ezckiel 3? :5; see also verses 6,  8,  9, 10. 
4roung, .2E.• ill• 
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The Hebrew word ruach is translated by the word �spirit� s ome 224 
times in the Old Testament. 1 On a number of occasions the word obvious-
ly refers to the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinity . God • s  
spirit came upon men in the Old Testament : ttaut there remained two men 
in the camp • • •  and the Spirit rested upon them • • •  �2 �And Moses said • • •  
would God that all Jehovah' s  people were prophets , that Jehovah would 
put his Spirit upon them ! �) �And Jehovah s aid unto Moses , Take the e  
Joshua the son of Nun, a man in whom i s  the Spirit, and lay thy hand 
upon him. � wwnither shall I go from tqy Spirit? Or whither shall I 
flee from thy presence?�S It is interesting to note that in each of the 
above cited verses the King James Version had not capitalized the word 
"spirit", while the American Standard Version. quoted here• has done so. 
There are other occasions when the word "spirit" seems to be used 
more as an attitude than of an entity : MCreate in me a clean heart, 0 
6 
God; and renew a right spirit within me. �  On the other hand, this 
might refer to a. spiritual renewing of David' s  spirit as an entity. 
The word "spirit" (ruach ) is frequently used in reference to 




2Numbers 11 :26 
)Numbers 11 :29 
4Numbers 27 : 18 
Spsalm 139:7 
6ps alm 51 : 10 
may be troubled : "And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was 
troubled • • •  "1 "• • •Nebuchadnezzar dreamed dreams ; and his spirit was 
troubled, and his sleep went from him. "2 The spirit c an be in anguish : 
"And 1-foses spake so unto the children of Israel : but they hearkened not 
unto Moses for anguish of spirit, and for cruel bondage . "3 The spirit 
can be s ad :  '*But Jezebel his wife came to him and s aid unto him, Why is 
thy spirit so  s ad,  that thou eatest no bread?ii4 The spirit c an be 
haughty or proud : '•Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit 
before a fall . "5 It can also become angry : ••Be not hasty in thy spirit 
to be angry • • •  "6 
In Genesis 26 : 35 the word ruach has been rendered as "mind" ,  and 
the emotion of grief is ascribed to it t '*And they were a grief of mind 
unto Isaac and to Rebekah. "  The marginal reading here has, " a  bitter-
nes s  of spirit".. Girdlestone suggests that the s ense of "breath'• is in-
volved in many of these relations , and that deep breathing is a sign of 
grief in this case , just as it is a sign of anger in Judges 8 :3 where 
ruaoh i s  rendered as ••anger'' , or as a sign of earnest prayer or perhaps 
of  agitation of the heart as in I Samuel 1 : 15.7 
ia.enesis 41 :8 
2Daniel 2 : 1  
3Exodus 6 : 9  
4r Kings 21 :5 
.5Proverbs 16 : 18 6Eoolesiastes 7 :9 
7Girdlestone, 2a• �· • P • 60.  
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The word ruach is also rendered as "mind" in five other instances 
in the Old Testament ( at lea,st in the King James Version ) ,  and also 
apnears to involve the intE�llectual function on other occasions . 1 This 
shows an overlapping in the usage of the various words to describe the 
psychological functions or the immaterial element in man. David W. Kerr, 
in Baker 's  Dictionary 2! Theology, endeavors to explain this : 
S:i.nce the NT has a word for mind, which the Hebrew did not have , 
there are cognitive functions ascribed to the spirit in the OT 
which are not in the New. In both Test�nents it is man' s spirit 
which is the spring of his inmost thoughts and intents , and the 
child of God must be renewed in spirit if he is to serve God 
acceptably . .. .  2 
There is at least one instance where the spirit is credited with 
having the function of the will : "And they came , every one whose heart 
stirred him up, and every one whom his spirit made willing • • •  ") Again, 
this seems to be a case of Hebrew paralellism, for on other occasions 
the function of willing is ascribed to the �heart".4 
There are some occurrences of the word �spirit•• which appear to 
have a figurative use : 
And it o�e to pass , when all the kings of the Amorites , that 
were beyond the Jorda.n westward, and all the kings of the Canaan­
ites, that were by the sea, heard that Jehovah had dried up the 
waters of the Jordan from before the children of Israel, until 
1see Proverbs 29: 1 1 ,  K. J .  v .  (the A.s .v .  has danger" ) ; Ezekiel 
11 :5 ;  20 :)2 ;  Daniel 5 :20, K .  J. V .  (the A.s.v.  has �spirit" ) ;  Habakkuk 
1 : 1 1 ,  K. J .  v. (the A.s .v. uses "windd ) .  
2Harrison ($d . ) ,  2£• ill• 
3Ex:odus 35:21 
4see Appendix A.  
we were passed over, that their heart mel ted, neither wa.s there 
spirit in them any more • because of the Children of Israel. 1 
a; 
Here spirit is used in the sense of courage . Elsewhere spirit seems to 
mean strength : "But God clave the hollow place that was in Lehi , and 
there came water thereout; and when he had drunk, his spirit o��e again, 
and he revived 
• • •  w2 "And they gave him a piece of a cake of figs , and 
two clusters of raisins : and when he had eaten, his spirit came aga in to 
him; for he had eaten no bread, nor drunk a� water three days • • • �) 
Of course,  there are many instances when the word ftspirit� i s  
used i n  the sense a s  the spiritual entity i n  man, that part of man which 
can be righteous or unrighteous , which can be saved or lost.  "Bless ed 
is the man unto whom Jehovah imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit 
there is no guile . �  Psa� 51 : 10 may be understood in this way : "Create 
in me a clean heart, 0 God ;  And renew a right spirit within me. "  Another 
exa.mple indicates that the spirit can be less than whole or ideal ;  this 
must be a spiritual s ens e : •A gentle tongue is a tree of life ; but per­
verseness  therein is a breaking o f  the spirit. n5 
There are at least two passages which might indicate that the 
spirit is an entity created in man by God: "For , lo, he th.9t formeth 
1Joshua 5 : 1  
2Judges 15 : 19 
)I Samuel )0 : 12 
4psalm )2 :2 
5Proverbs 15 :4 
the mountains , and createth the wind (ruach , or $'spiritTt ) , and declar­
eth ·unto man what is hi.s thought ; that ma.keth the morning darknes s  . .. .  
Jehovah, the God of hosts , is b:is na.xne . d Consi.dering the context--the 
reference to mountains--the translation as wind, another physio�l entity 
or phenomenon, is  probably correct ; however ,  the word can be translated 
as 19spirit" .  The following, hoWI!!lver, i s  unmistakeahly an expression o f  
the creation of the spirit as an entity in man : '*Thus s aith .Jehovah, who 
stretcheth .forth the heS>.vens, and layeth t,l:le .foundati.on of the earth, 
and formeth the spirit of r�an within him. �2 
Thus �  it has been seen that ruach, the Hebrew word .for "spirit" ,  
i s  frequently used as "life principle" in man, and i s  thus synonymous 
with ne2hesh or "soul". Ap�t from the other usages o.f r�ch which have 
no bearing on the subject under consideration, this word is often used 
with reference to the thinking , .feel'ing , willing functions of man . In 
this too, it is �Jnonymous with �ephesh or dsouln.  David w. Kerr, in 
Baker • s  Diation�r g! Theolo3ls s tates : "In the OT the functions of soul 
and spirit s ometimes coincide , especially where mental or emotional ac­
tivities are concerned. ") 
Furthermore , spirit is applied to animals as well as to men, just 
as s oul is likewise . On the other hand, both spirit and soul in man are 
1Amos 1+ :13 
2zechariah 12 : 1 
)Harrison (ed. ) ,  22• �· • P• 493· 
linked w<.�.. th the spiritual relationships . 
There is one legitimate distinction between soul and 
spirit in the Old and th�t is that the soul used to refer 
as such, ;,;hile t.he spirit does not seem 
ever to be applied in this fashion. This fact is perhaps the reaso n  
led a number o f  writers to declare man is a soul ,  man has - -
a body and a spir-it . This may be noted in the COiltparison o f  Genesis 2 t7 
w:i..th Zech�iah 12 : 1 : the one deola.res tha t beca1ne a living 
soul" whil�i> the otht�r states that God ":f'ormeth the spirit of man within 
This ��uld be a dichotomous conclusion when the ��rds were taken 
in these senses . c .  A .. Becooth, in his article on '�iblical Conceptions 
of Soul <!l nd Spirit", a1 though he ambiguously decla.res for both trichotomy 
and dichotomy, does appear to form some legitimate conclusions when he 
declares : 
\ihatever belongs to the spirit belong s  to the soul a�so , but not 
everything that belongs to the soul belongs to the spirit . It 
doe s  not suffice to speak of the inner being of man, now as spirit, 
now a.a soul ; one must regard the spirit as the principle of the 
soul , divinl!t pri.Ylciple of life, included in but not identical 
with the individual . Spirit may be distinguished but not s eparated 
from the soul . Body and spirit are not two poles between which is 
the soul. Since the soul includes the spirit as part of itself, it 
may be called the spirit. 1 
})r .  Kerr concludes ,  regarding Old TestliUllent usage, that ,  "Man IS a soul , 
in OT thought : h e  does not have a soul. On the other hand, man HAS a 
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spirit but it is never said that he is a spirit. 81 
In this sense, then, the individua1 is the soul, and the s oul is 
the individual. The individual (or the soul ) is made up of two entities, 
the body and the spirit. Thus different functions of the individual may 
be attributed to the soul or to the spirit. The spirit is the part of  
man which obviously survives death, but so also does the soul, since 
this is simply another word for the individual, and the individual--his 
true essence--does survive death. 
!!! Testament Os!ie (eneuma ) 
The usual Greek word translated "spirit" in the New Testament is 
1f V£ U�d. (eneuma ) .  It appears some 220 times i n  the New Testament.2 
w. J. Cameron declares that of these references 
No fewer than ninety-one of tbese,  with or without qualification 
as to character or source, stand for the Holy Spirit. The general 
meanings of 12neuma are similar to those of ruah, but there is a 
noticeable change of emphasis , especially in the Pauline letters , 
wher� it is s eldom u�ed to denote the life-principle or breath, 
and �s much more common with higher associations. ) 
The word eneuma is rendered as "wind'' only on one occasion in the 
New Testament ; this is unlike the usage of its equivalent in the Old 
Testament. This one instance is in John 3:8 : "The wind bloweth where it 
will, and thou hearest the voice thereof, but knowest not whence it com-
eth, and whither it goeth : so is  every one that is born of the Spirit. "  
1aarrison (ed. ) ,  .2!!.• ill• • p 493. 
2Douglas (ed. ) ,  2£• ill• '  P• 1212 . 
Jibid. 
-
to this verse as , �The spirit 
bloweth sense of seems to be 
proper here, and is in keeping with the immediate context. Else-
one occa.sion as 
Version, although thought of would undoubtedly be 
word here., It is said of the btJast of Reveht.tion 1J : 11  th8.t, 
• • •  it WS"ts given unto him. to give life (pneuma ) unto the image 
of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and 
cause that as man,y as would not worship the of the beast 
should be killed.l 
AS it is translated in the King Version, or even as rendered in 
the American Standard Version ( �to give breath� ) ,  the sense here is as  
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as  �reath'' is relevant in another passage in  connec-
tion breath of God' s mouth : "And then shall revealed the law-
less one, whom the I.Drd Jesus shall slay with the breath (:eneuma ) of his 
mouth, and manifestation of his coming. tt2 This 
usage m� be seen to be parallel to that of ruaoh in the Old Testament.) 
Ir. the .N��tw Tes tament the word 12neuma. is  frequently used to indi-
1Revelation 13 : 15 ,  K. J.  V. 
2ri Thessalonians 2 :8 
3see above, P•  78. 
c ate the immaterial part of man• s constitution. This may be seen in its 
usage along with "flesh" (sarx) to denote the entirety of man : "Having 
therefore these promise s ,  beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all de­
filement of the :flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear o f  
God . w1 In another instance, Paul refers to the two elements, flesh and 
spirit, but it is questionable whether he means the spirit in an actual 
s ense or merely in a figurative sense : "For though I am absent in the 
flesh, yet am I with you in the spirit • • •  w2 
The same idea is brought out by the combination ( and contrasting ) 
of spirit and body {!.2!!!.!.) t "For I verily, being absent in body but pre­
sent in spirit, have already as though I were present judged him • • •  tt3 
Regardless of whether spirit is , in these instances ,  used in a more 
figurative sense {unless one believes that Paul could actually be , by 
his spirit, in a place different from his body ) ,  the fact still remains 
that he comments on the two aspects of his being ; he names the one his 
body or his flesh and the other his spirit. 
Again, in I Corinthians 7:34, Paul refers to body and spirit in 
a sense that together they make up the entire person: " • • •  the woman that 
is unmarried • • •  is careful for the things of the Lord, that she may be 
holy both in body and in spirit • • •  • 
Closely linked with the preceeding discussion of the spirit indi-
1II Corinthians 7 : 1  
2eolossians 2 : 5  
3I Corinthians 5 :3 
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eating the immaterial part of man ' s  constitution in contrast with his 
body th•re is also the usage where the word pneuma is used to indic ate 
the part of man which survives death. Concerning Jesus , it is said at 
the time of his death that, �And. Jesus cried again with a loud voice, 
and yielded up his spirit (�neuma ) . -1 In John • s  Gospel it states like• 
wise : �en Jesus therefore had received the vinegart he s aid, It is 
finished : and he bowed his head, and gave up his spirit (pneuma )l2 Luke 
s tates : And Jesus , crying with a loud voice , said, Father, into thy 
hands I commend my spirit (eneuma ) :  and hav.ing s aid this, he gave up the 
ghost (literally ,  �he expired") • ") 
While obviously these statements are expressions of the act of 
dying , t.'lley unquestionably infer that the "spirit" which wa.s "yielded 
up- ,  "given up",  or "commended� to the Father survived the death of the 
body.  
Another interesting pass age which throws some light on this sub­
ject is the account of the death and restoration of life to the daughter 
of the ruler of the synagogue . Luke states that Jesus took her by the 
hand and called to her11 "And her spirit r eturned, and she arose up immed­
iately • • •  "4 This is a close parallel to the Old Testament account of 
the child restored to life by Elijah, except that in that instance it is 
1Matthew 27 :.50 
2John 19 : 30 
3Luke 23 :46 
4tuke 8 a.5 .5 
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said that ''the soul of the child cw:ne into him again, and he revived., ui 
Another example quite like those of Jesus • death is found in the 
account of the death of Stephen :  "And they stoned Stephen, calling upon 
the Lord, and saying ,  Lord Jesus, receiv«� my spirit .. "2 This t.;ould indi­
cate that the spirit was to survive the dea.th of the body .. 
The writer of the epistle to the Hebrews refers to �the spirits of 
just men made perfect" in a context which would indicate that he is 
rnaking reference to those who have died.) Thus it is indicated that the 
spirit is existing as s sepsra.te entity from the body after death. 
Another reference of this sort is made by Peter when he refers to the 
fact that Jesus "went and preached unto the spirits in prison. � 
Another broad area of usage in the New Testament of the word 
pneuma, just as its Old Testament equivalent, rua.cht is as a psychologi­
cal term. That is , its usage in representing the seat of perception, of 
feeling, will, as  a state of mind, etc . In Mark' s  Gospel there is an 
indication of similarity between the spirit and what we would call the 
mind : �And straightway Jesus , perceiving in his spirit that they so 
reasoned within themselves • •  ., nS Emotional feelings are attributed to 
the spirit : �And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour. "6 �en 
1r Kings 17 :22 ;  see above, P• 64. 
2Aots 7 :59 
)Hebrew 12 : 2) 
4I Peter 3 : 19 
5Mark 2 :8 6tuke 1 :47 
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Jesus therefore s aw her weeping • • •  he groaned in the spirit, and was 
troubled. �1 �When Jesus had thus said, he was troubled in tl1e spir it. � 
When Paul was in Athens and saw the idolatry, w • • •  his spirit was 
provoked within him • • • �J Apollos is said to have been Mfervent in 
spirit.tt4 
The spirit oan also possess t.ti.e qualities of what one would call 
the will : tt:Now after these things were ended, Paul purposed in the spir­
it • • •  �s Jesus exhorted: -watch and pray, that ye enter not into toonpta• 
tion : the spirit indeed is  willing , but the flesh is weak. **6 This 
latter reference, it may be noted again, contrasts the spirit and the 
flesh as two elements i:r1 the human constitution. 
Other references may be noted : Peter spe;1ks of a ''meek and quiet 
spirit" ;? Paul indicates that the spirit can be refreshed.S In another 
place Paul also speaks of the perceptive abilities of the spirit when he 
declares that God' s Spirit �eareth witness with our spirit, that we are 
children of God .. et9 Again Paul asks , ''lf'or who among men knoweth the 
1John 1 1 : 33 
2John 13�21 
J Acts 17 : 16 
4Acts 18 :2.5 
.5Aots 19 :21  
6!4.atthew 26 :41 
?r Peter Jr4 
8r Corinthians 16 : 18 %omans 8 : 16 
things of a ma.n11 s ave the spirit of the 11Uln, 1.rhich is in him.t"1 
Then also there are those references which indi cate that the 
spirit is important in what we �rould call a spj.r'l.tual s ense--that i s , 
in 1.ts relation to God. This alrea�J been seen, perhaps ,  to a 
greater or less er degree in other connections , but there are s ome pas s ­
age s  which bear strongl¥ o n  thi s  point11 such as  those which indicate 
the.t the spirit may rece:i:ve of C'10d • s graee : "The grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ be 1d th your spirit, brethren .. tt2 
Thus in the �Jew Testament,. the Greek word pneuma is found. to be 
used in much the san1e as its Old Tes tarrJ.ent equivalent , ruaoh. It 
can mean b asically "life" or "breath" . It indicates the ��material part 
of man in contrast with the physicsl pa.rt, body or the flesh . The 
pneuma indicated in the Testmnent as surviving death ,  just as 
nephes h ,  P!lohe and ruach �re likeld s e .  The �spirit� manife s ts various 
psychological functions in parallel ��th l�at is attributed to the �soul". 
And lti!.stly, the "spi:rit11 is that part of nttm which has spiritual or eter­
nal value and can be related to God • 1'1tlile it has been shown previously 
that this is also true of the '*soul " .  
IU . SUMMARY 
In summarizing the Biblical usag e  of the words for "soul" and 
"spirit" it becomes obvious that the two terms are quite synonymous , and 
1I Corinthians 2 : 1 1  
2oalatians 6 : 18 
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no real distinction may be made between them according to general usage 
in the Old and New Testaments . Among the factors pointed out in this 
chapter which lead to this conclusion are the following : 
( 1 ) Both terms stand for the life-principle , the self. 
(2 ) Both terms are applied to animals as well as to man. 
(3 ) Death is sometimes described as the giving up of the soul and 
in other oases  a s  the giving up of the spirit. 
(4) The immaterial element of the dead is in some instances term-
ad �soul" and in others "spirit"• 
terms . 
(5)  The same psychological functions are ascribed to both terms . 
(6 ) The same spiritual qualities or values are ascribed to both 
(7 ) There are several passages which clearly proceed on the assump-
tion that man consists of only two parts , and in some instances it i s  the 
soul which is linked with the body in this way, and in other instances it 
is the spirit. 
These evidences from the Biblical usage of the words involved give 
strong support for the position of dichoto� as opposed to triohoto� . 
Hodge declares concerning this point : 
This doctrine trichotomy is opposed to the uniform usage of 
Scripture .  So far from the nephesh, psuche , anima, or soul , 
�eing distinguished from the ruah, pneum�, animus , or mind 
[. spirit] , as either originally different or as  derived from it, 
these words all designate one and the s ame thing. They are 
constantly interchanged. The one is substituted for the other, 
and all that i s ,  or ca,n be predicated of the one, is predicated 
of the other. 1 
Milton S .  Terry, in his book entitled Biblical Do�matics , also 
witnesses to this fact : 
It appears • • •  that the words for � and spirit are employed 
too indiscriminately • • •  to accord with a consistent doctrine of 
trichotomy • • •  It behooves the theologian and the biblical exegete 
to refrain from constructing theories of the human constitution 
out of the incidental and rhetorical language of biblical writers 
who follow no uniform usage of the same words . 1 
Even when other psychological terms are brought into the study, 
an aspect which has not been the purpose of this thesis , the similarity 
of usage is still quite obvious. Floyd Hamilton comments : 
There are five words used by Paul , in speaking of man • s  nature : 
nous , ;eneuma,  t:Slehe, ksrdia, and !2!!!.!• The last is the physical 
body,  but the first four are used almost interchangeably • • • •  we 
must bear in mind that in the New Testament the terms are used 
practically interchangeably , and a� difference is one of emphasis 
rather than of meaning . All four2deal with the whole personality of man, in its different aspects . 
Thus the Biblical evidence, it appears , ca.nnot be used to make 
absolute distinctions between the soul and the spirit a.s different con-
stituent elements in man' s nature . As Berkhof says , ''The two words , 
. "soul •• and 99spiri t" do not denote two different elements in man, but 
s erve to designate the one spiritual substance of man. •3 
1M1lton S .  Terry, Biblical Dogmatics ( New York :  Eaton & Mains , 
1907 ) ,  PP • 52-5) .  
2Floyd E o  Hamilton, The E;eistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids : 
Baker Book House ,  1958 ) ,  pp:-116-117 . - -
3:eerkhof, Manual .2! Reformed Doctrine, gao ill_. ,  P •  122., 
CHAPTER IV 
&"' EXPOSITION OF THE PROBLEM TEXTS 
AN B:XPOSITION OF THE PROBLDi TEXTS 
In dealing with the analysis o f  the Biblical words �sould and 
�spirit� in the previous chapter two or three important instances o f  
Biblical usage have been omitted .  This has been done on purpose because 
these texts are extremely important to this subject and deserve a more 
extensive and complete consideration. In truth, it might be said that 
if it were not for these crucial pas s ages in the Bible there would b e  no 
problem of dichotomy versus trichotomy ; the s imple conclusion of Bible 
students would undoubtedly be for dichotomy, on the basis already devel­
oped in the last chapter . 
These texts which must be considered here are thos e  which appar­
ently contrast risoul� and rispirit�,  mentioning the two together . Since 
it has been the assumption of this thesis that the Bible is basically a 
unit and no contradiction is to be expected between its several parts , 
and s ince , as the previous chapter has shown, thes e  two words are essen­
tially synonymous in general Biblical usage , there must be found some 
reconciliation between the general context and these particular passages . 
It is a good principle of Biblical interpretation to allow the whole con­
text of the Bible throw light upon at� particular verse or pas s age. This 
is what has been done in this chapter . 
The pass ages which have been considered are I Thessalonians 5 :23, 
Hebrews 4 : 12 ,  and a few others , including chiefly , I Corinthians 15 :44. 
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I. THESSALONIANS 5 :23 
This verse,  part of the apostle Paul' s  prayer for the Christians 
at ThesseJ.onica 11  s·t.ates 
And the God of peace himself sanctify you wholly ; and may your 
spirit and soul and body be preserved entire, without blame at 
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
The important part here is that Paul mentions three  things together re• 
garding man : spirit (Grk . : pneuma) ,  soul (Grk. : �!fche ) ,  and bo� (Grk. : 
�) . The question posed by this usage of spirit and soul together 
with the body is whether Paul meant to indicate by thi.s that these were 
two separate entities or elements in man' s nature . 
Some commentators and theologians,  as has been pointed outt do 
take this as an essential distinction. One oomrr�nts on this passage  by 
Paul : 
Now the bo�, we may term the sense-consciousness ; the soul, the 
s elf-consciousness ; and the spirit, the God-oon.sciousness . For 
the body gives us the use of the five senses ; the soul comprises 
the intellect which aids us in the present state of existence , 
and the emotions which proceed from the senses ;  while the spirit 
is our noblest part, which came directly from God, and by which 
alone we are able to apprehend and worship Him. 1 
The previous chapter of this thesis has already demonstrated that some 
or the conclusions made in this statement are unwarranted. Further, the 
declaration that the spirit alone comes "directly from God" would appear 
to minimize God' s  creative action in the forming of man• s body to say 
1Bancroft, 22• �. , P• 120. 
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the least .. 1 
Milton S .. Tarry states that, *"In this • • • text, especia.lly , some 
writers find the doctrine of trichotomy , or the threefold nature of 
man. "2 This author goe s  en to refer to several different theories that 
are held as to the relation between the three terms � body,  soul and 
spirit. However, he concludes, 
But nona of these theories of the invisible relations of soul 
and spirit find support in a sound interpretation of the Scrip­
tures . Their speculative character is not in accord with the 
thought or the popular language of the biblical wri tars , who 
show no uniformity in the usa of these various words . 3 
'l'arry declares that ''The mention of spirit, and soul , and body, 
in I Thessalonians S :2\ has no real parallel in a�y other s cripture . �  
He also points out that the s ame apostle on other occasions s peaks o f  
"the body and the spirit" i n  a manner that implies dichotomy as clearly 
as this text seems to imply trichotomy. These facts should lead one to 
usa caution in establishing or basing a theo� of trichotomy on this 
single reference by the apostle Paul . 
It is also interesting to nota that in Matthew 22 : 37 ,  Jesus refers 
1The sense in which the declaration was made, however, might b e  
explained by Heard, i n  Trit�&rtite Nature .2! !:.!!: "God is the Creator .!!. 
trad�ce of the animal and intellectual part or every man • • •  Not so with 
the spirit . . .  It proceeds from God,  not by creation, but by emanation. •• 
(quoted in Strong, �· �· •  P •  484; Strong ,  nevertheless , follows this 
quote with the remark that he regards the trichotomous t..lleory as unten­
able .. ) 
2Terry, .21!.• ill• ,  P• .51. 
)Ibid. , P• .52 .. 
4Ibid. 
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to "heart� ,  •soul", and "mind� together : �Thou s halt love the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind . "  
If one were to apply the same principles of exegesis which make Paul ' s  
statement a basis o f  trichotomy, this text would support a differe nt 
trichotomy without at all including the body .  
The parallel pass age of this "first and great91 commandment h a s  
four terms : heart, s oul , might, and mind. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul , and with all thy s trength , 
and with all thy mind • • •  "1 The text in the Old Testament from which the 
citation comes has three ; "And thou shalt love Jehovah thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy s oul , and with all thy might. "2 It seems 
that no one has ever attempted to base their theory of the various ele­
ments in man • s  nature from these pass ages ;  from one at least they would 
have to declare for a four-fold division, a quadrichotomy t 
A proper understanding of this phrase from Paul ' s  prayer mus t  
recognize that h e  wanted to emphasize that the whole man was included in 
sanctification and that as an entire person he could be preserved blame­
less . As Theis sen questions , " • • •  i s  it not poss ible that they these 
problem pass ages are merely intended to include the whole man? "J Terry 
declares concerning the various words , "It is obvious that the use of 
the various terms i s  largely rhetorical , and is so conspicuously diverse 
1tuke 10 :27 
2Deuteronomy 6 :5  
)Theiss en ,  22• £!1• • P • 227. 
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as to nullify their value as proof-texts of trichotomy. "1 
J .  I.  Marai s ,  in his article on "Psychology•• in l'!! International 
Standard Bible Encyclopaedi�, arrives at much the same conclusion. He 
refers to the fact that this is 
• • •  a text which is popularly interpreted as conveying that 
the "soul" stands for �our powers natural--those we have by 
nature, " and that by "spirit" is meant "that life in man which 
in his natural state c an scarcely be said to exist at all, but 
which is to be called out into power and vitalit,y by regenera­
tion" (F. w. Robertson, Sermons ) .2 
But then he declares , "There is very li�tle warrant in Scripture for 
such interpretation. n3 Marais then quotes from Davidson, � Testament 
Theolosz, who says 
The language does not require a distinction of organs or sub­
stances , but may be accounted for by a vivid conception of one 
substance � different relations and under different aspects:­
The two terms are used to give exhaustive expression to the 
whole being and nature of man.4 
Again quoting, this time from Abraham Kuyper in a work in the 
Dutch language, this article declares 
In his "fervid desire for the complete and perfect sanctifica­
tion of his disciples � the apostle accumulates these terms" in 
order to emphasize the doctrine of an entire renewal of the whole 
man by the working of the Holy Spirit.5 
Another important aspect is then brought out from this same source :  
1Terry, .2a. 






cit. , P •  52 
-
It has been pointed out--and this must be carefully borne in 
mind•-tQat Hthe apostle does not use the word holomereis, 
' in all your parts , •  and then summarize thes e  parts in �' 
� and spiri�, but holoteleis, a word that has no reference 
to parts, but to the telo s ,  the end or aim. Calvin interprets 
•soul• and ' spirit• here as referring to our rational a.nd moral 
®Xistence,  as thinking, willing beings , both modes of operation 
of the one, undivided soul. "1 
The theologian Charles Hodge also witnesses to this same inter-
pretation when he s ays, "When Paul says to the Thessalonians , ' I  pray 
God your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blameless 
• • •  • ,  
he only uses a periphrasis for the whole man. n2 
Louis Berkhof has this same interpretation also : 
Paul spe aks • • • of •spirit and soul and body , "  but this does not 
necessarily mean that he regards these as three distinct elements 
in man rather than as three different aspects of man. When Jesus 
SUlmllarizes the first table of the Law by saying, "Thou shalt love 
the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and 
l�th all thy mind, "  in Matt. 22 :37,  He does not have in mind three 
distinct substances . Such expressions simply serve to emphasize 
the fact that the whole man is intended.' 
.........-;;.,;;,;;.;;. _ 
A .  H.  Strong simply declares that I Thessalonians 5 :23 is � • • •  not 
a scientific enumeration of the constituent parts of human natura ,  but a 
comprehensive sketch of that nature in its chief relations • ..;. 
Thus , it may be said, to s��arize , that ( 1 ) the mere mention of 
s pirit and soul alongside of each other does not prove that, according 
to the Scripture, they are two distinct substances, any more than Mat-
1Ibid. 
2Hodg e, S?Jl• ill• , P• 50. 
:lsarkhof, !.fanual ,21. Reformed Doctrine, $!2• ill.• ,  P • 12). 
4strong, .2e.• ill• ,  P• 484. 
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thew 22 :37 proves that Jesus regarded heart and soul and mind as three 
distinct substances ; (2 )  by application of the rule of Biblical interpre• 
tat,ion often c alled "analogy of Scripturet1 such an exceptional statement 
should be interpreted in the light of the usual representation of Scrip­
ture , or in other words , synonymous usage of the two terms ; ( 3 )  the 
apostle Paul here simply desires to strengthen the statement �And the 
God of pe ace Hin1sel:f sanctify y·ou wholly, "  by what Berkhof c alls "· • •  an 
epexigetical statement, in which the different aspects of man ° s  exis­
tence are summed up • • •  "1 and (4) Paul could not very well have thought 
o f  soul and spirit as two different sub stances here , because he speaks 
elsewhere of man consisting of b1o parts (Rom . 8 : 10 ;  I Cor. .5: .5; 7 :34; 
II Cor . 7 : 1 ;  Eph. 2 :3;  Col . 2 : 5 ) .  
II. HEBREWS 4 : 12 
The second pass age which might be called a riproblem text" and 
which must be considered here is found in the epistle to the Hebrews : 
For the word of God is living , and active, &nd sharper than 
any two-edged sword, .and piercing even to the dividing of soul 
.and spirit, of both joints &1d marrow, and quick to discern 
the thoughts and intents of the heart. 
Buswell s ays that �Perhaps the most important argument of the trichoto­
mists is bas ed upon Hebrews 4 : 12 • • • � 
The argument here is that if soul and spirit c an be  •divided 
1:aerkhof ,  Szstematie TheoloQ) 2£•-ill• ,  P•  194. 
2James Oliver Buswell , Jr. , ! S3stematie Theology of the Christ­
l!!! Relision (Grand Rapids : Zondervan Publishing House, 1'962-r;-I, 243. 
:1.0.5 
asunderd they must be separable and hence• distinguisha.ble as separate 
entities or substances .  Buswell answers t.his .trgument in detail ; 
In answer it should be noted that this text does  not indicate 
a divis ion or separation of s oul � spirit. That would have 
required some prepos.i tion such as metaksu, a wording which 
suggests "dividing between soul and spirit. " As a matter of 
fact, the objects of the participle ddividing" are a series of 
genitives , each one in itself naming something which is divided. 
We should more correctly read, ftdividing asunder of soul and o f  
spirit, of joints and o f  marrow. " The Word is to oleave�he 
soul snd to cleave the-;pirit by its piercing power t just ss the 
joints are cleft and the marrow is cleft by the sword which slays 
the beast for saorifice . 1 
What s eems to be intended by the writer here in Hebrews is not 
that the Word of God makes a separation between the soul and the spirit, 
which would naturally imply that these tvro are different substances , but 
that this N'ord,  as a sword, can penetrate to the inner rrt<m in all or its 
aspects . That no division between is indicated but rather a division 2£ 
soul, and 9.! spirit, is evident by the last part of the verse , which says 
�a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. �  Obviously 
thoughts and intents cannot be rega.rded as separable substances . I:ntents 
are actually a kind of thought; the \eford is a discerner to the very 
depth and greatest extent of the thoue;ht processes . As Buswell says , 
·the soul and spirit � . . .. are no more s eparable than thoughts and intents 
are . �  
Thus , again it is a case o f  rhetorical duplication of terms for 
the purpose of emphasis , or at most, a mentioning of different aspects 
1Ibid. ,  
-
2Th " d  .::..2::...:." ' 
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in the of m8.n. It that 11rl. th 
the mention coupling of 
verse that of the nru1 tiple of 
man9 s or along soul 
and spirit .. 
to of text, 
Hodge declar-es , 
.. ,. • when in Heb. 4 : 12 the Apostle says t..hat the word of God 
pierces so as to pene·trate soul and spirit, and the joints and 
marrow� he does not assume that soul and spirit are different 
substances .  The joints and marro111 are not different substances .  
Th� are both material ; they are different forms of the s ame sub­
stance ; and so soul and spirit are one and the s ame substance 
under different aspects or relations . via oan st:J;.y that the word 
of God reaches not only to the feelings , but also to the con-
science, without assum.ing that the heart conscience are 
distinct entities . 1 
Again, this commentator insists that soul and spirit are one common sub-
stance and that the writer is only dealing with it under different 
aspects and relations . 
Berkhof links up the last phrase of the verse regarding the 
"thoughts and intents of t.i.e heart" with the separation brought about 
by the Word of God : 
Heb. 4 : 12 should not be taken to mean that the word of God ,  
penetrating to the inner man, makes a separation between his 
soul and his spirit, whioh would naturally imply that these two 
are different substances ;  but simply as decla1•ing that it brings 
about a se�aration in both between the thoughts and intents of 
the heart. 
, g£• �. ,  P• 50.  
2Berkhof 11 S,rstematie Theology, 2!?.• ill.• , P• 19.5. 
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unquestionable 
ttsp:Lri tl'il �uc; found through-:>u.t the one to 
the conclusion :i.n thi s ver se that too thf:i are 
quite synonymous interch¢mgeable .  
Strong e-mphasizes the thoroughness of the penetration, which cer-
tainly must be as the main impoz•t of this verse : 
• • • not the dividing of soul � spirit, or of joints from 
marrow, but rather the piercing of the soul and of the spirit, 
even to the very joints fnd marrow; i . e  .. • to the very depths 
of the spiritual nature., 
However this verse i s  interpreted and expounded ,  this emphasis on the 
thoroughness of the power of C�d • s  Word must be held up as the mos t  
import ant aspect o f  the pass<�g e .  I t  i s  usele s s  to g e t  hogged dowm in a 
dis pute over whether s oul and spirit ean be separated and forget that 
God • s tiord is po1i>rerful enough to penetrate every aspect of man • s being . 
The succeeding verse here emphasizes this als o t HNothing is hidden but 
everything is open before the eyes o f  the Word with whom we have to do . tt2 
As to the pos s ibility o f  the s eparation, even one theologian who supports 
the trichotomy theory 11 in mentioning this verse as a proof -text, ad:mi ts 
that, dHowever, there is no Seriptural proof that they are ever sepa­
r ated,. tt3 
One other comr.�entator on this passage is worth mentioning . Marais ,  
in !!:!. International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia ,  brings up the point 
1strong ' 2£• ill• ,  P• Ll8.5. 
2Hebrews 4 : 13 ,  tree translation by Buswell , .2.2,• ill• ,  P• 2lt4. 
3cambron, 2£• ill• , P • 160 . 
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correspondence .  He believes that �heart� is used here " • • •  evidently as 
the center of personality, manifesting itself in � and S£irit . �1 He 
recognizes that the only question here is whether the dividing which 
takes place by the piercing of the Word of God is 
• • • one within the soul and spirit, causing a complete exposure 
of the inner man, a cutting asunder of all that composes his na.ture, 
or one between the soul and spirit� causing a division between them 
as separate parts of human nature .' 
Marais feels that the probabili� lies with the first of thes e  two con-
tradictory views : 
The writer evidently meant that, as a sharp two-edged sword 
pierces to the very marrow in its sundering process , so the 
sword of the spirit cuts through all obstacles ,  pierces the 
very heart, lays bare what hitherto was hidden to all observers , 
even to the man himself, and �discerns� the "thoughts and 
intents , � which in the unity of soul and spirit have hitherto 
been kept in the background. ) 
In this s ame article Marais quotes again from. Davidson, Old Testament 
Theolo&r, who says : 
The meaning is rather, that the word of God pierces and dissects 
both the soul and spirit,  s eparates e ach into its parts , subtle 
though they may be, and analyzes their thoughts and intents .4 
In conclusion, Marais ass erts that to found a doctrine of tricho-
tomy on what he calls "an isolated, variously interpreted text*' is ex-




tremely dangerous .  He reminds the reader that the language o f  metaphor 
is not the language of literal speech, and that here we are evidently in 
the region of metaphor . 
Thus , to summari�e , SOl1U9 of the same things may be s a id about 
this pass ag e  ..,ilich were lUrid about the first, and they bear repeating : 
( 1 ) the mere mention of spirit and soul alongside of eaoh other doe s  not 
prove that th� are two dis tinct substances , since there are other Bibli­
cal example s  of such parallelism in rhetoric ; (2 ) by application o f  the 
rule of •analogy of Scripture• this verse should be interpreted in the 
light of the usual representation of Scripture , an interchangeable usag e  
o f  the two terms ; (3)  th e  real point o f  this verse i s  to witness t o  the 
thorough penetrating power of God f s Word and its ability to l ay bare 
every part of man ' s  nature ;  (4) the words used do not indic ate so much a 
s eparation of soul � spirit as they do a s eparation or l aying bare g! 
the soul and 2! the spirit, or in other words , every aspect or every 
function of man ' s  natur e ; and (5)  the unproven assertion that the soul 
and spirit can be divided is nowhere else indicated in the Scripture. 
III . OTHER PAS SAGES 
There are perhaps three or four other passages in the Bible which 
deserve some comment as to their relation to the subject under oonsidera-
tion. One of thes e  is found in I Corinthians 15:441 where the apostle , 
in r eferring to the resurrection of our physical body s ays : 
It is sown a natural body (Grk. , !2!!.!. pauchikon, or ••soulish 
body� ) ;  it is r aised a spiritual body �Grk. , !2!.! ;eneum.atikon ) .  
I f  there i s  a natural body ,  there i s  also a spiritual body. 
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Some co�mentators claim that to make no difference b etween the 
soul and spirit is to assert that there is no difference between the 
mortal body (here c alled �a natural body�t or literally in the Greek, �a  
soulish body " ) •  and the resurrection body (here called 
body"). 1 
In answer to this acousati.on, Buswell anen.rers : 
spiritual 
.. . .  in the first place , the dichotomist does not say ths.t 
�there is no difference �  between soul and spirit. These words 
are 
• • •  functional names which differ from one another as �heart" 
and �ind" differ from one another .2 
Buswell goes on to point out that those who are raising this ob­
jection should remember that it is an important point of the Christian 
doctrine or the resurrection that the identity of the body is not lost 
in the change of the nature of the body in the resurrection; it is in 
some sense the s ame bo�v which served as the habitation for man in this 
-
life which he will have once again in the resurrected state . It is a 
fundamental point of the Christian faith that the body of Christ with 
which He was born, in which He lived in the flesh, and in which He was 
crucified, is the same body in identity as His risen, glorious body , and 
we shall be like Him in Olll" resurrection. 
Charles Hodge declares concerning this pass age that while it 
s eems to imply that the soul exists in this life, but is not to exist 
hereafter where the spirit is still existing , and therefore the tvro are 
1so claims the Scofield Reference Bible in the note on I Thessa­
lonians .5 :23. 
2auswell, 2!:.• ill• ,  P• 245 .. 
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separable .�lnd distinct, tha.t actually· this explanation cannot be applied 
here because it. contradicts the general representation of Scr1.ptnre .. He 
says we are constrained to find some other explanation which lrl.ll harmon­
ize with other portions of the l'mrd of Qod., 1 
The general meaning here is plain. We now have perishible , even 
dishonorable bodies .  IIereafter we are to ha:ve glorious bodies , adapted 
to a higher state of existence . The only question is wt� did the apos-
tle call the one ••psychicaltt and the other ttpneumatic'9 ("soulishfl and 
�spirituald) .  The simple answer i s  that the "soulishd bo�r designates 
the human body as having those attributes which are appropriate for the 
life of the person in the flesh in this world during the present age •  
for the soul, while not strictly limited to this sense, i s  often related 
to the functions or human consciousness on the level of the physical. On 
the other hand, the •spiritual• body designates the same body, changed 
as it will be in the resurrection, and appropriate for the life of the 
person who is dwelling in heaven in communion with God. 
There are a few other insts.nces where reference is made to "the 
natural man" where the Greek has R!Yohe, or "soul".2 The ides to be 
conveyed is that this person is living on the level of physical exist-
ence or "natural things", in contrast to the ••spiritual man" who is liv-
ing in tull awareness of contact with God through His Spirit. These are 
merely wa:ys of contrasting the functioning of man• s ne.ture, and not 
1 Hodge ,  .2J2.. ill.. , p .  .50 • 
2 See, for instance, I Corinthians 2 : 14. 
necess arily distinctions as to entities making s 
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n u. '" "'"'"'--'- refers to Franz Deli tzsch � s classic v1ork on Bibli.o£l.l psy­
aholOfQ!; which to set forth a trichotomy. Hm1ever• Buswell crit­
icizes Delitzsch for not explio:ttly recognizing the difference between a 
distinction of "substantive entities" and a distinction of "functional 
narnes for tho same substantive entity1'l . 1 He feels that what Delitzsoh 
really meant was just what he holds--that the difference betwmen soul 
and spirit is merely a difference of functional names for the same sub­
stantive entity. Applying this principle to the various passages which 
seem to imply a difference between soul and spirit w�ll help to clear up 
the problem. 
Ano��er passage which might appear to offer a problem Philip• 
pians 1 :27 ,  where Paul axhorts ,  911 . . . th£�t ye s tand fast in one spirit, 
{!,ll .!!!! ;e,n�umati ) w1 th one mind (!!!!. p&ohe ) striving together for the 
faith. • •" This is oerta.inly nothing more than a rhetorical parallelism 
tor the s ake of emphasis,  and no distinction is implied here. 
Again, Luke 1 :46, 47 o ffers another example of what would appear 
to be rhetorical parallelism : "A.nd Mary said11 My soul doth magnify the 
Lord, And � spirit hath rejoiced in God � Saviour. "  Both expressions 
are quite similar ; both indicate an emotional feeling . Yet,  both may 
also indicate a spiritual feeling or rela.ti.onship, in what would be con• 
sidered a higher plane than the mere emotional. The important thing to 
note here is that both the soul and the spirit, or one might say, either 
the soul or the spirit, nu1y be ... ,. r,,., • .,.,,"' to th:i. s 
.lA finf:il �:roblet1 may be is ,Jude t 
verse 19:  "These are they who separations , s ensual (;esuohiko.:\) , 
h:a:v5.ng not the Spirit (pne�a. � echontes ) .  tt A .  1! . Strong points out 
reg��ding this verse ,  that even if nneuma i s  here tak9n to be the human 
spirit, this does not me an that there is no sp::i.ri t existl.ng , '* .. .,. but 
only that the spirit is torpid md inoper ative--as ;:,re sey of a wTellk mmu 
9 he has no mind, • or of an unprincipled man : 'he has no conscienc e '  ; "1 
This he s aid to counter the argument of certain triohotomis ts �mo teach 
that unregenerate lllian has los t  the '*spirit" from his hu.m.an nature--to 
have it restored he must be regenerated. In the meantime he is a "soul-
However , pneuma here probably means , a s  Strong also points out, 
the divine ;e.neum.a ; several versions thus capitali.�e the wot•d '*spirit," . 
Yet, even Strong ' s  words above would leave the implication (which he 
elsewhere s trongly denies ) that the s oul and the spi.rit could be consid­
ered as s eparate entities .  And there is also the fact that this indivi­
dual is called •soulish" who does not have the Holy Spirit . The simple 
explanation is , as pointed out before , that the person who does not live 
in the awareness of God• s  Spirit is considered as being ignorant or that 
!Spect ot his immaterial nature that is frequently called '*spirit� in the 
Bibl e .  Strong concludes h i s  discuss ion of this verse ( and of I T.hess . 5 :  
23 and Hebrews 4 : 12 )  with a quotation from Goodwin (Society Biblical 
tional 
li • r 1 •• 
� 1881 :8.5) : t•The dist:1.nction 
The few Bible passa.ges which been considered 1lproblem 
of trichotomy. soul 
and spir:tt. together , and app:.n�ently as contrasted one another, have 
been s hown to be rhetorical in nature for stronger on the total-
ity of human nature , or in the form of parallelism so COOl!llOn to Hebr«,.; 
thought.. t>1here there has been any intimation of a disttnction between 
the two tems it has been found to be just as \'tell explained, if not, 
indeed11 better on the basis of a functional difference--a 
different aspeet ...... rather than a substantial difference in the imma:terial 
part of man' s l'UEttur e .  
This been found to be the more s atisfactory· explanation due 
to the fact that elsewhere in Scripture the two terms l'fsoul" and "spirit.t 
are often used interchangeably without distinction to designate the imma-
teri.al part of man; and according to the r1.1.le or Biblical interpretation 
known as "analogy or Scripture "  exceptional statEments should be inter• 
in the light of the usual representB,tion o f  S ct•ipture .  
Thus it has been found that -vrlum Paul prayed that God s anctify 
the individual wholly in "spirit and soul and body "  that ha was simply 
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strengthening the force of his words by the reference to s everal aspects 
of man ' s  existence, and not necess arily indicating that s oul and spirit 
are two s eparate substances which make up man ' s  nature . This usage , it 
has been pointed out, i s  parallel to that of Jesus who commanded men to 
love God with all their riheart • • •  soul • • • might • • •  mind • • •  ( and ) s trength . "  
Also i t  has been noted that the writer to the Hebrews was not 
necessarily indicating that the soul and the spirit could be divided or 
separated one from the other, as if they were two s eparate substances ,  
when he spoke of the WOrd o f  God "dividing asunder • • •  s oul and spirit� . 
He was rather undoubtedly attempting to simply indicate as strongly as 
possible that God ' s  Word penetrates to the very depths of every aspect 
of man ' s  nature ; it i s  not a matter of separation of soul � spirit 
but of the l aying bare £! the saul and 2! the spirit. 
It has been noted that there are s ome instances where the un-
regenerate man i s  called "natural"• or literally, "soulish". This is an 
indication that man c an live in ignorance of (ignoring ) that aspect of 
life which is or can be directed God-ward. This aspect o f  man ' s nature 
is frequently referred to as his spirit although this is not so exolu-
s ive a usage as to distinguish the spirit absolutely from the soul as an 
entity--the soul also • on occasion, being r eferred to as capable of the 
highest order o f  spiritual capacit.y. 
Thus this chapter can best be summarized in the words of A .  H. 
Strong already quoted above : 
The passages ohiefiy relied upon as supporting trichotomy may 
be better explained upon the view already indicated, that soul 
and spirit are not two distinct substances or parts, but that 
they designate the immaterial principle from different points 
of view., 1 
1strong, .2:2.• m• t P• 485; see above , P •  )2., 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SOM.MARY 
It was the purpose of this s tudy to survey the representative 
theological views on the subject of the constituent elements of human 
nature and then to attempt to analyze and define the Biblical words ibr 
"soultt and " spirit'' in such a way as to determine from their usage 
whether such a distinction could be made between them as to necessitate 
and support the view that there are three constituent elements in human 
nature. In the absence of such a distinction a conclusion could be 
drawn that man' s nature has essentially two elements , the material and 
the immaterial . It was further pos sible that thes e  two elements might 
be found to be so intimately related and bound together as to be consid• 
ered a unity. 
It has been found in chapter two of this study, which was a sur­
vey of representative theological views on this subject, that the early 
church was in the beginning influenced by Greek philosophical thought, 
and embraced, for a while , the view of trichoto�--three elements in 
man ' s  constituent nature . The church very shortly forsook this view 
however, for the most part, due to a number o f  heretical theories which 
grew up based on the trichotomic view. Among thes e  were the Apollinar­
ian heresy of the person of Christ, and the so-called Semi-Pelagian 
heresy regarding original sin. I t  was especially the Western church, 
out of which came the Protestant reformation, which moved strongly to 
hold the idea of dichotomy. 
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The reformers , especially as s een in Luther and Calvin, continued 
to hold strongly to this dichotomic view, that man' s nature is  made up 
o f  two constituent elements . 
Among more recent theologians , however, there he,s been more of a 
variety of viewpoints on this subject. Today ,  representatives may be 
found who hold to trichotomy ,  dichotomy or monochotomy. It is not a 
question of orthodoxy, for representatives of each of these views may be 
found who are equally fundamental and orthodox ; this issue does not nec­
essarily affect any fundamental doctrine of the Christian faith and it 
is mainly a matter of Biblical inter�retation as to which is em• 
braced. There are , however, even today, those who would espouse a doc­
trine o f  annihilation of the wicked, a doctrine which is based on a view 
of trichotomy. So , while it is not essentially a question of orthodoxy 
as to which view is held, a number of authors have clearly indicated 
their concern that the view taken on this issue may greatly influence 
one in other theological matters . 
It ha.s been noted that among those who hold trichotomy they often 
{almost generally) resort to the idea that spirit and matter can not 
join together without an intermediary of some sort. This th� believe 
i s  the soul, which, according to them, c ame into existence when the 
spirit was "breathed into" the body, in order to be a "buffer" between 
the other two elements . This is an ancient Greek philosophic al idea 
which seems to spring clearly from basic dualism--a doctrine which is 
mos t  c ertainly non•Christian . 
It would seem, however , that the majority of present-day theo­
logians ( thos e  of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries ) hold firmly 
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to the dichotomic view. This has been the observation based on a rather 
widely representative survey of present-day thought on this subject . At 
any rate , the more serious and ��orough theologians of the past and pre­
s ent have been aware of the tendancies toward heresy inherent in the tri­
chotomio view and have strongly repudiated it. This has not, of c ourse ,  
been their only reason embracing dichotomy 9 They have alruost uni­
formly witnes sed to the fact that the Biblical does not substan­
tiate nor allow any substantial distinction between the w"''rds �•soul" and 
"spirit", and that the general trend of Biblical 
these two terms and uses them quite interchangeably . 
equates 
There have been noted a few theologians who support a rnonochoto-
mio view.. However , they also recognize the fact tha.t the "spirit•• raay 
b e  separated from the '*body" and exist thus until the resurrection. 
While it is a worthwhile and a Biblical emphasis--this unity of the body 
and soul (or spirit )--yet there i s  also in both Biblioa.l and practical 
terms a distinotj.on to be made between the body and that immateris.l ele­
ment in man ' s  na.ture which is not physios.l .. In distinguishing between 
the material and non-material parts of man' s  nature one should not neg­
lect to reali�e that these tr.ro parts are held together in an intimate 
unity which makes up man. Only death sepa.rates the sa two and in some 
s ense , man is not complete until the resurrection reunites them .  
In chapter three o f  this study a n  analysi s  of the Biblical words 
for "soul� and 11spiri t" vas This has been, along lt.1.. th the follow-
ing ohapter , the most signific�mt part o f  the study, for whatever o ther 
men may have thought� specUlated, or reasoned, the Bible alone remains 
the s ole authority and source for true theology. 
It was found that both in the Old Testament and in the New Testa-
m.ent these two >rords are used quite interchangeably to to the same 
things .. The following are some of the factors found study of tm 
Biblical usag e : 
( 1 ) Both terms a:re made to s tand for life-principle in men 
and also both terms are used in reference to the s ame in ani.'llals ..  This 
point contradicts an often-found assertion of trichotomists that while 
both men and animals have souls , only man has a spiri t ..  simply is 
not true according to Biblical usag e .  The difference b etween man and 
the anL'llals must be found elsewhere ; both are to have souls 
both are said to have spirits . 
(2 ) In the Bible death i s  sometimes described as the g iving up of 
the soul and in other cases as the giving up of the spirit. Also the 
immaterial element or the dead, that which is existing beyond death , is 
sometimes termed "soul tt and other times �•spiri ttt. 
(3) The same psychological fUnctions are ascribed to the spirit 
as are elsewhere ascribed to the soul . Thi s ,  too , is in contradiction 
to �los e  trichotomists who assert that the soul is the earth-conscious 
part o f  man while the spirit is the God-om1seious pa2•t.. This distinc­
tion just does not hold up in Biblical usage.  
(4) Likewise ,  both soul and spirit are regarded in the Bible a.s 
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having spiritual or eternal value . Man c an worship God with his sou� 
just as well as with his spirit according to Biblical usag e .  Again this 
contradicts the ass ertion o:f some who say th.!<t the spirit is distinct in 
that it alone may be God-conscious . 
(5) And, finally , it has been pointed out that there are a number 
o f  pass ages in the Bible which indicate that man is made of two parts 
and in s ome of thes e  instances the parts arEJ named as �ody and soul'' 
and in othet' instances as tfbody and spirit" (or ttfiesh and spirit" ) .  
This would lead one to conclude that ttsoul '' and "spirit» may be used 
interchangeably for the tts ec ond" part of man• s nature ,  the so-called 
immaterial part . 
The next chapter of this study undertook to give an e:>;:posi tion of 
s o'!"called »problem textsn in such a way a s  to harmonize them with the 
g eneral usag e  of the Bible as established in chapter three . The texts 
considered were those wh ich the trichotomists depend upon to support 
their view, principally I Thessalonians 5 :23 and Hebrews 4 : 12 .  I t  was 
found , however , that these texts do not necessarily lend support to a 
distinction between soul and spirit as s eparate substances in man ' s  con­
s titution, necessitating a tri-partite d:i.vis ton of man • s  mJ,ture .. On the 
contrary, they may be under stood a.s in no way necessitating this ; they 
are chiefiy of rhetoric a l  parallelism or dupli cation for added 
emphasis to the potnt b eing In I Thess alonians this i s  that the 
whole m.an should be sanctified and preserved blr:�:meles s ;  in Hebrews 4:12 
it i s  that God ' s  Word is powerf'.ll and abl e  to penetrate thoroughly to 
every aspect o f  man ' s being . It has found that the Bible does 
occasionally he ought to 
b e  but this distinction not cons idered as neces si·· 
tating differfmt substrmoes or entities s w:ature ,  but as roferr .. 
ing to different functions man' s nature ot• different emphases :l.n re­
lation to m�u1 � s nature , The point Scripture is t:t•ying to make in 
oases that mE.n may place his life ' s  o n  one o r  the o ther 
his -v:ilich are l�especrtively labelled as or 
ttspiri tu.al u "  Thus • i t  r11ay b e  found to consider the Scrtpture 
as indicating some functional distinction between tho soul and the 
spirit, or other \>.'Ords , t..lta t these may b e  s eparate descriptive li'Ords 
of various functions of hu.l'llan natur e .  Yet they are no more 
entities than the 
In fact, this study that the ti"ords 
Biblical are often interchangeable with on"'� o r  





the basis of the foregoing s tuey it s eei'l entirely· within 
reaso n  to conclude firmly that s nature is 
ent elements � other words , this study 
of .:t:!2. cons titu ... 
to a conclu s ion for di-
chotomy. 
been i s  
o:nly a 
;,ndely hold 
objective study o f  the Biblical 
also to thi s  conclusio n .  
church histol"'J that 
do'i'in through the c enturies »  but m 
o f  words "soul" 
That mar1 a body i s  obvious to all who examine the physical 
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substance which makes up the organism we call man. But furthermore , 
that man has an immaterial nature as well , whether it be called �soul� 
or �spirit � ,  is obvious to all who examine God0 s  revelation, His Holy 
Word ,  the Bible . Moreover , this fact of an imr.naterial part to man ' s  
nature does present itself to human consciousness to those who honestly 
examine the subject. And it is intere sting to note that man is aware in 
his consciousnes s  o f  only one , indivisible element that makes up this 
non-physical part of his nature ; this is the real' t�tself", the real ftper­
s on � ,  in contrast to the body, which in a s ense , only houses this person. 
One must conclude , on the other hand, that man is a. rfpsycho­
somatic" unity. The soul (or spirit ) is intimately wrapped up or rela­
ted to the body in this life and the Bible witnesses to the fact that 
while this soul may continue to exist apart from the body after death 
( s eparation from the body } ,  it will one day be reunited with a resur­
e cted body in order to once again enjoy this unity which is part of 
human existence . 
It is necessary to distinguish between sub stance and function in 
speaking of the various terms used in the Bible for man ' s  nature and its 
constituent elements . It appears that there is no indication in the 
Biblical usage that soul and s pirit are different sub stances in man ' s  
nature , while i t  is true that Biblical usage may indicate a functional 
distinction between these two terms in some instances .  This is similar 
to distinguishing between ''conscience� and rtwill" and other such aspects 
of human personality . Still, with the interchangeable usage of the two 
terms "soul" and '*spirit" in the Bible it would be difficult to define 
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precisely wha t  the different functional attributes o f  these two aspects 
might be . 
A secondary conclusio n ,  and one that the author would only hesi­
t antly put forth, is that it m� be proper to refer to man as a whole as 
"a living soul � ,  an entity which is composed of t�ro elements , body and 
spirit. In this conceptim1, anything which is attributed to the spirit 
may also be attributed to the soul, for the soul is the whole ; and yet, 
vice ver s a ,  things attributed to the soul may also be attributed to the 
spirit, for the spirit is , one could say ,  the more e s sential part of 
man ' s  nature--the part which really encompasses most of man ' s  real s elf. 
This view,. which is unquestionably dichotomic , 'WOUld s eem to be in har­
monw with the findings related in the chapters on Biblical usage. 
Related areas 2! spgge ste4 research 
It would seem to this author that one great value of this study 
has been to clarifY the meaning of the word "soul" and o f  nature . 
This would s e em to be an important step on the way toward defending the 
entire concept of the immaterial nature in man from those materialists 
who absolutely deny its existence . Therefore a further s tudy could be 
made into the arguments pre s ented by such materialists , or in other words , 
the arguments against the existence of the "soul" or "spirit� . 
Further s tudy could also be made in a separate study to the bear­
ing the results of thls study 'WOUld have on the subject of the intermed­
iate state , and of the resurrection. 
It would a.lso be of gre at interest , as mentioned earlier , to re­
late the findings of this s tudy to modern psychological views .. Undoubt-
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edly much correlation could be found between the two . 
Two minor studies might be made as to all of the implications 
the conclusions of this study would have on the subject of s anctifica­
tion (in view of the fact that one of the chief references involved here 
was in relation to that subject ) ,  and on the subject of the penetrating 
power of God ' s  Word ( ag ain in view of the fact that another of the chief 
references i.nvolved in this study related to that subject ) .  
And last, but certainly not least, a subject for further study or 
consideration could be made into the nature of "the image of' Qodff in man. 
Does this extend only to the immaterial part of man t s  nature or does it 
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APPENDIX A 
A ANA!,YSIS OF THE BIBLICAL 
USAGE OF THE WORD •HEART* 
It is obvious that the Bible frequently refers to the �heart� in a 
manner , body which 
pumps the blood his It ).s also interesting to note how 
much JJiblio�l of the t,rord ''heart" parallels that of soul and 
The Bible speaks of the heart as the centl!r of  our life ; just as we 
tod�y of the of issue � ,  the Biblical heart is at the 
core of our life . The spiritual heart seems to ruean ttthe whole inner 
self * ''Thy word have I hid in mine hes.rt that I might not 
(Psalm 119 : 11 ) ;  �Let my be sound" (Psalm 119:80 ) ;  
good man out of the good treasures o f  his heart bringeth ·that 
which is good; &nd <li!.n ev:H m:m out of the evil treasure of his heart 
bringeth forth that which :ts evil : for of the of the heart his 
speaketh" (Luke 6 :/.s-,5 ) ;  tlr.r heart w::i. th all diligence , for out 
of it are thtJ issues of lifeft (Proverbs 4 :23 ) .  
more specifically the is found to 
be related to the of wr .. at is commonly c alled hw11an per-
will .. Thtit ts , 
of hmuan personality are variously attributed to the "heart" . First 
there is usage of "beartd as mind or intelleet : "Why reason ye in 
your heart?"  (Mark 2 :8 ) ;  �ut as it is wTitten, eye hath not seen, nor 
e�:.r hea:r.•dg nei thor hath i. t entered into the thin,gs 
which God hAth prepared for them that love him" (I Corinthians 2 : 9 ) .  
The latter reference of tho the mind , as the "heart". 
Then there are other references is used in 
reference to man ' s  emotional nature ,  his :feelings : rttet not your heart 
be troubled, -- let be afra:td" (John 1L H2? ) ;  �And d:trect 
your heart into the 12!.! of (I 3 : 5 ) . He;re emotions , 
fear and love , are attributed to the heart ; elsewhere 
are attributed to the soul or to 
There are , lastly ,  other -vrnich the function of 
the t.o the l:>tlroosed in �<Tould not 
that 
with ;e,urpos e  o f  heart they would unto the Lord" (Acts 1 1 :23 ) ;  
�t ,. ., .. serve in God" 3 : 22 ) ;  •• • • •  pur-
is 
obviously related to the will . 
So is someti.mos used inclusively , whole self' t 
and specifically , meaning any the various attributes of 
ma.n par:;;onality--intelleat, emotions , or will . The s e  usages are ve:ry· 
similar to tho s e  found in the Bible for the "rords "soul" and '-'spirit'' .. 
This l'rould seem to lea.d to the conclusion to the 
or subst.sn.c e ,  the part or man' s n8.ture . 
